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Box 4-A--Chapter Summary

This chapter reviews past and present Federal programs promoting energy efficiency in
buildings. These programs have adopted numerous strategies, including incentives (tax credits,
weatherization grants, loan subsidies); Federal leadership (providing public recognition for
voluntary energy savings); research, development, and demonstration (RD&D); codes and
standards; and information (appliance labels, building energy audits, and technical assistance).
A review of these programs suggests that Federal efforts to reduce energy use in buildings often
generate significant and cost-effective energy savings, but inappropriate performance measures
and a lack of ongoing evaluation have prevented many of them from attaining the full range of
cost-effective energy savings available. In fact, the authorizing legislation that establishes
building efficiency programs often fails to focus on the promotion of cost-effective energy
savings. In addition, many Federal programs were never implemented as planned. Major
programs were targeted for elimination, experienced massive budget cuts, suffered delays, or
were simply never implemented because of changes in administration priorities in the early 1980s.
Specific options for improving the cost-effectiveness of Federal programs are offered.

State, local, and utility programs are reviewed briefly as well. Although this chapter focuses
on Federal programs, many State and utility programs surpass Federal efforts in promoting energy
efficiency in buildings. The wide variety of nonfederal activity suggests that Federal programs
will be most effective if they complement and support, rather than duplicate, these other activities.
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Chapter 4

A Review of Federal Efforts To Increase
Energy Efficiency in Buildings

INTRODUCTION
The preceding chapters have discussed trends in

U.S. building energy use, the technologies available
to make that use more efficient, and barriers limiting
the adoption of these technologies. This chapter
reviews Federal, State, and utility programs de-
signed to promote building energy efficiency, many
of which have been designed, at least in part, to spur
the wider use of some of the technologies noted
earlier. 1 The purpose of this chapter is to indicate the
goals of building energy programs, identify the
barriers to energy conservation and efficiency they
attempt or have attempted to resolve, indicate their
results (where known), and highlight key implemen-
tation issues associated with each.

A major lesson from this review is that Federal
efforts to reduce energy use in buildings have led
often to significant and cost-effective energy
savings, but inappropriate performance meas-
ures and a lack of ongoing evaluation have
prevented many of them from attaining the full
range of cost-effective energy savings available.
In fact, the authorizing legislation that estab-
lishes building efficiency programs often fails to
focus on the promotion of cost-effective energy
savings. To help improve existing programs and
policies, this chapter offers options—both general
and program-specific-for Congress and the De-
partment of Energy (DOE) to consider. The program-
related issues discussed in this chapter are given
with the expectation that these programs (and others
like them) would be valuable vehicles for achieving
significant, cost-effective energy savings available
in U.S. buildings, as suggested in chapter 1.

Another major lesson from this review is that
many Federal programs were never implemented
as planned. Major programs were targeted for
elimination, experienced massive budget cuts, suf-
fered delays, or were simply never implemented.
Many of these changes stemmed from specific

Federal policy changes exerted by the administra-
tion in the 1980s. Several Federal programs initiated
in the late 1970s and early 1980s had been in
operation only a few years before they were scaled
back (or eliminated) by shifts in Federal political
priorities.

The first part of this chapter is organized by the
several types of building energy efficiency and
conservation programs directed by the Federal
Government: incentives (tax credits, weatherization
grants, loan subsidies); Federal leadership in pro-
moting voluntary energy savings through public
recognition; research, development, and demonstra-
tion (RD&D); codes and standards; and information
(appliance labels, building energy audits, and tech-
nical assistance). Many programs apply several of
these approaches, but they are organized here
according to their primary focus. The enabling
legislation authorizing the major Federal programs
discussed in this chapter is listed in box 4-B. Major
building conservation and efficiency programs ad-
ministered by the Federal Government in the last
two decades are described briefly in box 4-C. As
used in this chapter, a program is an effort designed
specifically to reduce energy use in buildings or
building-related equipment.

REVIEW OF FEDERAL
PROGRAMS

Incentive Programs

As suggested in chapter 3, financial incentives can
encourage consumer investments in energy effi-
ciency. The Federal Government has offered several
incentive programs to reduce energy use in build-
ings, including tax credits, weatherization grants,
and loan subsidies.

Tax Credits

The Energy Tax Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-618;
ETA), as amended by the Crude Oil Windfall Profit

1 A variety of other programs have had and will have important effects on building energy use, but they are not discussed in this report, because
their primary focus lies beyond building energy use. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (Public Law 101-549), for example, allow utilities to earn
pollution reduction credits for reducing the energy demands of their consumers, but the focus of that program is emissions reductions, not building energy
con.servalion  per se.
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Box 4-B—Major Legislation Authorizing Federal Energy Programs for Buildings

The statutes listed below generally covered multiple energy policy issues and programs, but only those
elements concerning building energy use are mentioned below. Most of these statutes have been amended since their
original passage but, for simplicity, only the initial legislation is given below. The statutes are listed in chronological
order, and the dates in parentheses indicate when the measures were signed into law.

Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Public Law 94-163; December 22, 1975)-Directed the Federal Trade
Commission to develop and promulgate labels listing energy use for new appliances; directed the Federal Energy
Administration and later the Department of Energy (DOE) to develop voluntary appliance efficiency standards; and
established the State Energy Conservation Program to provide technical assistance for energy conservation efforts
at the State and local level.

Energy Conservation and Production Act (Public Law 94-385; August 14, 1976)_Required the
development of national mandatory Building Energy Performance Standards for all new U.S. buildings; these
standards were later made voluntary for all nonfederal buildings (public Law 97-35); and created the Weatherization
Assistance Program to fund energy saving retrofits for low-income households.

National Energy Extension Service Act (Public Law 95-39; June 3, 1977)-Established the Energy
Extension Service, a State-administered energy information, education, training, and demonstration program
overseen and funded by DOE.

Energy Tax Act (Public Law 95-618; November 9, 1978+Granted residential energy conservation and
renewable energy tax credits for income tax years 1978 to 1985.

National Energy Conservation Policy Act (Public Law 95-619; November 9, 1978)-Established the
Residential Conservation Service, which required large electric and natural gas utilities to provide residential energy
audits to their customers; created the Institutional Conservation Program, a matching grant program providing
monies for energy audits and energy saving retrofits in nonprofit institutional buildings (colleges, schools, and
hospitals); required the voluntary appliance efficiency targets being developed under the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act to become mandatory standards; and required the national mortgage associations to encourage
lending institutions to offer extended mortgage credit for the purchase of energy efficient homes.

Energy Security Act (Public Law 96-294; June 30, 1980)-Established the Commercial and Apartment
Conservation Service, which required large electric and natural gas utilities to offer energy audits for commercial
and multifamily buildings; and created the Solar Energy and Energy Conservation Bank at the Department of
Housing and Urban Development to provide grants and loan subsidies for energy conservation and solar energy
retrofits in low- and moderate-income households and in commercial and agricultural buildings with nonprofit
owners or tenants.

Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Act (Public Law 97-35; August 13, 1981)-Established the
low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), a block grant program administered by the Department
of Health and Human Services that provides funds to low-income households for heating and cooling expenditures.
As amended, this legislation allows states to allocate 15 percent of their L IHEAP monies to weatherization; upon

request, HHS may raise this amount to 25 percent.
National Appliance Energy Conservation Act (Public Law 100-12; March 17, 1987)-As amended (Public

Law 100-357), this statute established energy standards for the 13 categories of new appliances covered under the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act as amended. The NAECA requires DOE to review and update these standards
to keep pace with technological improvements.

Tax Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-223), revised the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to encourage inter
alia residential energy conservation and renewable
energy investments. The residential credits applied
to income taxes and were available for investments
made between April 20, 1977 and December 31,
1985. The discussion here is focused on the conser-
vation credits.

The ETA income tax credits for residential
conservation investments were limited to 15 percent
of the first $2,000 expended for a maximum
potential credit of $300. Conservation expenditures
were limited to residential units in the United States
that were substantially complete by April 20, 1977
and that were the principal residences of occupants
claiming the credit. Conservation expenditures eligi-
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Box 4-C—Major Federal Programs Designed To Reduce Energy Use in Buildings
The Arab oil embargo of 1973-74, several major domestic natural gas shortages, and other events fueled

national concerns about U.S. energy security in the 1970s. In response, the U.S. Congress established a variety of
national programs aimed at reducing energy use in all sectors. The major programs designed to reduce energy use
in buildings are described below. Several of these programs no longer exist.

Department of Energy

Appliance energy standards were initially devised as voluntary energy efficiency targets that the Federal
Energy Administration, predecessor agency to the Department of Energy (DOE), was directed to promulgate under
the Energy Policy and Conservation Act. These targets were to represent energy savings of at least 20 percent for
the covered products, as measured by expected 1980 energy use levels relative to known 1972 levels. Under the
National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-619), however, the targets were changed to
mandatory standards. In January 1981, after DOE had announced that promulgation of the standards was imminent,
a series of internal Department policy changes made by the newly arrived Reagan administration delayed their
issuance. After 6 years, two major legal actions by environmental and consumer groups, and a pocket-vetoed bill
that restated Congress’ intent to have mandatory national appliance efficiency standards, the National Appliance
Energy Conservation Act (Public Law 100-12; NAECA) became law on March 17, 1987.

The NAECA, as amended, designates minimum efficiency or maximum energy consumption levels for 13
categories of covered products and requires DOE to update and strengthen these standards on a regular basis in order
to keep pace with technological improvements. Thus far, the Department has revised standards for refrigerator-
freezers, freezers, small gas furnaces, dishwashers, clothes washers, and clothes dryers--all at levels more stringent
than the original NAECA requirements.

Building Energy Performance Standards (BEPS) were originally the responsibility of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The BEPS were originally intended to be mandatory national energy
performance standards for all newly constructed buildings, as required by Title III of Public Law 94-385. Later
amendments to this statute transferred these responsibilities to DOE (Public Law 95-91; 1977), directed the issuance
of interim standards for new Federal buildings by August 1981 (Public Law 96-399; 1980), and made the standards
voluntary for all nonfederal buildings (Public Law 97-35; 1981). At present, DOE has issued mandatory interim
standards for all Federal residential buildings and voluntary standards for all commercial and multifamily high-rise
buildings. Voluntary interim standards for nonfederal residential buildings are still pending (as of January 1992).

Institutional Conservation Program (ICP) is a Federal institutional grant program administered by the
States through DOE regional offices. Program grants fund energy audits and energy conservation measures in
nonprofit schools (primary and secondary), colleges and universities, and hospitals. Originally, only buildings
constructed before April 20, 1977 were eligible for ICP grants, but recent legislation extended that cutoff date to
buildings constructed before May 1, 1989 (Public Law 101-440; 1990). The purpose of this program is to provide
conservation retrofit funds for institutions with limited capital resources, hence the exclusive participation of
nonprofit organizations. A recent national evaluation of ICP energy savings determined that program costs through
1988 totaled almost $1.4 billion (1987 dollars) and resulted in an estimated 1987 cumulative energy savings of 0.3
quadrillion Btus (317 trillion Btus) worth an estimated $1.9 billion (1987 dollars). The total cost figure includes
both DOE grant outlays and the matching funds required of participating institutions. By this simple measure, ICP
has exceeded its break-even payback costs by $500 million. In addition, DOE estimates that ICP-funded measures
completed by 1988 will save an extra $400 million per year over their remaining lifetimes.1

Residential Conservation Service (RCS) required large electric and natural gas utilities to offer residential
energy conservation audits to their consumers. The operating assumption of the program was that residential
consumers would invest in energy saving retrofits if they had adequate information about the energy and financial
savings potential of their homes. This assumption proved optimistic. However, State and utility programs that
included financial incentives in their programs enjoyed the highest audit request rates, and the highest retrofit
activity, in the Nation. By law, the RCS expired in 1989.

1 U.S. DeP~ent of Ener~, ASSis~t  secret~,  co~~ation ad Renewable Ener~, An Estitife  of Aggregate Energy Savings  Due
m the ICP Program, DOE/SF/00098-H2  (Washington DC: March 1988), pp. vi, 33.

(Continued on next page)
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Box 4-C—Major Federal Programs Designed To Reduce Energy Use in Buildings--Continued

State Energy Conservation Program (SECP) requires States to develop and implement energy conservation
programs as a condition to receive Federal monies for a variety of State and local financial and technical assistance
programs designed to save energy. All 50 States, the District of Columbia, and six U.S. territories participate in this
program, which offers professional and consumer energy education programs and materials, demonstration
programs, and technical assistance for conservation efforts in all sectors. As an effort to enhance existing State and
local energy conservation efforts, SECP is administered with another DOE program, the Energy Extension Service
(EES); both channel Federal resources and expertise to participating States.

Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) was authorized in 1976 to provide grant monies for the
weatherization of low-income households in order to reduce their fuel expenses. Funds are used for retrofits, related
repairs, and consumer  education. WAP funds are disbursed by DOE through State and local agencies to community
organizations that are responsible for client selection, weatherization installation and repairs, financing, and
consumer education. Roughly 1,200 local organizations participate in WAP, most with staffs of only 5 to 10 people. 2

Using DOE and other Federal weatherization funds, these groups reach about 250,000 households annually.3

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Manufactured Home Construction and Safety Standards are Federal standards with minimum quality

requirements that apply to manufactured housing. These standards provide a means to administer Federal energy
efficiency guidelines to this specialized portion of the new housing market.

Minimum Property Standards (MPS) are residential construction requirements that apply to federally
financed housing, and they include provisions for energy efficiency. New homes are required to meet MPS standards
to qualify for Federal Housing Administration and Veterans Admini“ ‘stration loans.4

Solar Energy and Energy Conservation Bank was authorized to provide financial assistance for
conservation  and solar measures to low- and moderate-income households, as well as commercial and agricultural
buildings with nonprofit owners or tenants. The Bank suffered early uncertainties over resources-Congress
rescinded virtually all program funding in fiscal year 1981-but the program appeared to make very promising
progress in later years. According to HUD estimates, conservation investments made during the last year of the
program (1987) achieved average simple paybacks of 4.4 years.s

Department of Health and Human Services
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) is a block grant program that provides financial

assistance to low-income households for their energy expenses. Up to 25 percent of LIHEAP monies may be used
for weatherization, but States spend on average only about 9 percent for that purpose. In fiscal year 1990, LIHEAP
serviced roughly 6 million households, but only 148,000 homes received weatherization assistance.6

Federal Trade Commission
Appliance efficiency labeling is required under Title V of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975

(Public Law 94-163), as amended. Administered by the Federal Trade Commission, the labeling program became
effective in May 1980 and covers 13 categories of appliances and equipment. As required, the labels indicate
estimated annual energy costs and list the range of estimated costs for similar products to provide consumers
comparative information.

2 M. Schweimr,  ‘%nqy Conservation for Low-Income Households: A Study of the Organization and outcomes Of WMherkUiOn
Assistance Programs,” Energy Systems and PoZicy, vol. 12, No. 2, 1988, pp. 1(L2, 105.

3 U.S. Dep~~nt  of ~erm, ~lce of tie Ass~~t  s~e~ for co~~ation ~d RWwable  EIIer~,  “Report on tk X%e!Wnt
Weatherization  Grant Program,” prepared for the U.S. Senate, Committee on Appropriations, Aug. 29, 1989, p. 5.

4 E. ~~ J. ~~tom  H, Geller, W. fio~r,  ~d F.M. O’Ham (cd.), Energy Eficiency i?I ~w”tiings:  %ogmss  & pro~”se  (w*tPow
DC: Amrican Council for an Energy-lMcient  Economy, 1986), p. 167.

5 u-s. Dep~@t of Hous@  ~ Urti ~velopment,  Sok E~rgy ~d Eu1-gy co~~ation B-, solar Energy and Energy

Conservation Bank: FY1987Annual  Report to the Congress (Washington DC: 1987), pp. 3,6.
c U.S. Department of Health and H~ Services, Division of Energy Assistance, LowlncomeHomeEnergy  Assistance Program: Report

to Congressfor  Fiscal Year 1990  (Washington+ DC: September 1991), p. vii.
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other Federal Programs
Green Lights is a voluntary commercial lighting retrofit program formally initiated by the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) in January 1991. The program encourages major corporations to perform cost-effective
lighting retrofits at all their U.S. facilities to lower electricity use and thereby reduce the pollution associated with
its generation. In exchange for technical assistance and Federal Government recognition, Green Lights participants
agree to conduct lighting retrofits in at least 90 percent of the total square footage of their U.S. facilities within 5
years of signing an agreement with EPA. Program participants are expected to implement only those lighting
retrofits that will be cost-effective and that will not compromise lighting quality. As of December 1991, roughly
150 companies had enrolled in the program.

Residential energy conservation and renewable energy tax credits were available for income tax years
1978 to 1985. Conservation expenditures were limited to residential units located in the United States that were
substantially complete by April 20, 1977 and that were the principal residences of occupants claiming the credit.
Allowable conservation expenditures included insulation, exterior storm windows, exterior storm doors, automatic
setback thermostats, caulking, weatherstripping, and all associated installation costs. The residential conservation
credits were limited to 15 percent of the first $2,000 invested for a maximum potential credit of $300. For a variety
of reasons, participation in the program was low.

I

ble for the ETA credits included insulation, exterior for conservation and renewable investments, the
storm windows and doors, automatic setback ther-
mostats, caulking, and weatherstripping.2 To be
eligible for the credit, conservation expenditures had
to originate with the taxpayer and remain in opera-
tion at least 3 years. Credits applied to both materials
and installation costs.3

There are no reliable determinations of the
economic costs and benefits of the ETA residential
conservation credits. A variety of policy and market
changes were working simultaneously to motivate
conservation investments in the residential sector.4

As a result, determining the incremental effect of the
Federal tax credits on residential energy investments
has been elusive.5 By reducing consumer first costs

credits clearly created social benefits but at undeter-
mined social costs.

As these comments suggest, studies analyzing the
effectiveness of the Federal residential tax credits as
inducements to energy conservation and renewable
energy investments have been inconclusive.6 One of
these studies suggested that the increasing price of
energy relative to other goods and services was the
principal factor behind the decline in residential
energy consumption at the time the tax credits were
available. 7 Average U.S. household energy costs
rose sharply (nominally by about $400) from 1978
to 1984.8 And a decline in real income in the early

2fibllc~w95.61 g, 92 s~[$ 3175.77, SW, lol(a),  Other co~ervation  expendit~es  eligible for the residential tax credit were energy SaVing flllllilce
replacement burners, flue adjustment devices, electrical or mechanical furnace ignition systems that replaced gas pilot lights, exterior thermal windows,
extm-ior thermal doors, and meters displaying energy costs. Public Law 95-618, 92 Stat. 3177, sec. IOl(a).

3 Public Law 95-618, 92 Stat. 3176-77, sec. IOl(a).
4 Nmely, Fede~l, s~te, ~d utility energy conservation  programs were encouraging COnSUKnerS  to save  energy ~ough information  ‘d ‘tier

incentives, the 1979 Iranian revolution pushed oil prices up for several years, and public commitment to energy consemation  generally increased during
this period.

5  E. fi5t, R. Goel@ ~d H wng, Househo/d  Re[rofit  Expe~itures  and  the Federal  R e s i d e n t i a l  Energy  conservation  T~ C r e d i t ,

ORNL/CON-95  (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, July 1982), pp. 5,37.

c See, for example, references cited in footnotes 5, 7, 14, and 17.
7 US. Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, An Economic Evaluation of Federal Tax Credit.rfor  Residential Energy Conservation,

Report No. 82-204E  (Washington, DC: December 1982), pp. 7-10, 41-61. An OTA analysis completed shortly after the tax credits became available
suggested the same. See U.S. Congress, OffIce of Technology Assessment, Residential Energy  Conservafi”on,  OTA-E-9* (Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office, July 1979), vol. 1, pp. 6, 20-22.

g Specifically, the nominal increase in household energy costs was from $724 (1978) to $1,123 (1984). (These figures refer onty to site energy use
and exclude household transportation costs.) See U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Residenfi”al Energy Consumption
Surve}:  Trends in Consumption andExpenditures,  1978-1984, DOE/EIA-048* (Washington DC: June 1987), p. 19.
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Table 4-l—Use of the Residential Energy Conservation Tax Credits by Income (1983)

Family income $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $30,000
less than and
$10,000 $14,999 $19,999 $2&99 higher Total

Percent of homes that claimed a
tax credit on their 1983 return . . . . . .

Percent of homes that claimed a
tax credit on their 1983 return
that would have made all the
same improvements if the tax
credit had not been available . . . . . .

Percent of homes that made at
least one conservation improve-
ment in 1983 but did not claim a
tax credit, for the following
major reasonsa:

Unaware of the credit. . . . . . . . . .
Expenditure too small to claimb . . .
Did not file the long formC. . . . . . .
Total with at least one reason . . . .

9 11 17 21 26 17

100 89 93 84 88 88

38 37 30 20 19 26
18 16 22 22 28 23
34 28 28 19 12 21
86 87 83 81 86 85

aAJthough respondents could list more than one reason, percentages are below 100, because not all reasons are listed

here. The other reasons given for not claiming the credits were minor, were not reported by the Energy Information
Administration due to large statistical variance, or both; those reasons included reluctance to file tax forms, use of the
maximum credit in previous years, ineligible home, and no taxes filed in 1983.bThe Energy Tax Act of 1978 (public Law 95-618) disallowed residential conservation credits less than $10 (sec. 101 a).

As the credits amounted to 15 percent of the f first $2,000 expended, this meant that the minimum expenditure eligible
for the credit was just over $66,

cFiling the IRS long form was required to claim the tax credit.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Residerrtia/  Energy Consumption Survey:
Housing Characteristics 1984, DOE/EIA-0314(84)  (Washington, DC: October 1986), p. 27.

1980s may also have contributed to the drop in
residential energy use during the period the credits
were available.9

From 1978 to 1985, there were about 30 million
claims for the residential conservation credits, amount-
ing to nearly $5 billion (nominal dollars) in lost
revenues to the U.S. Treasury. The largest number of
annual claims for the conservation credits came in
the first year-about 6 million. For the next 5 years
(1979-83), the total number of returns declined
steadily (to 2.4 million in 1983), but climbed again
the last 2 years (2.7 million in 1985).10

A 1983 household survey conducted as part of the
DOE Energy Information Administration’s (EIA)
Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS)
suggests why national use of the conservation credit
waned. The survey determined that 85 percent of
U.S. households that had conducted conservation

retrofits in 1983 bypassed the conservation tax
credits entirely. The nonclaimants in the survey
explained that they were unaware of the credits, they
did not use the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) long
form (required to claim the credit), or the amount of
their investment was too small to claim a credit.
Other, less common reasons given for foregoing the
credit included the difficulty in filling out the tax
credit forms and ineligibility (table 4- 1). l1

Actual claims for the conservation credits corre-
lated directly with income; the highest level of
participation (26 percent) was in the highest income
category ($30,000 and up), and the lowest levels of
participation (9 to 11 percent) were in the lowest
income categories (less than $15,000). Perhaps the
most interesting finding in the 1984 RECS study was
that most respondents claimed they would have
made the same conservation investment without the
credit. Eighty-eight (88) percent of respondents who

9 U,S,  Llbrq of congre~~, conwe~~loml  Research Semice,  An Economic. Eva/uari~n  Of Federul  TW Credits for Residenfi”al  Energy Conservation,

Report No. 82-204E (Washington DC: December 1982), pp. 9,58.
10 ~ese we summv fi~rcs Compllcd  by OTA from unpublished IRS data.  John Kozielec, Internal Revenue Service, personal communication, June

24, 1991.
11 u,S,  Depwfient  of En~r~,  Energy lnfo~ation A~inis[~tion,  Residential Energy consumption  Survey: Housing Charac(eris[ics  1984,

DOE/EIA-03 14(84) (Wasingtom DC: October 1986), p. 27.
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had claimed the conservation credit asserted they
would have made the same expenditures without the
tax credits.12 This suggests that the incremental
value of the credits as inducements to perform
retrofits may have been negligible, and the credits
may have created a windfall for many energy
investors who would have made the same conserva-
tion investments anyway .13

The IRS required claimants to indicate the nature
of their expenditures. From 1978 to 1981, about 85
percent of credited conservation expenditures were
for insulation, storm windows, and storm doors;
caulking and other conservation retrofits comprised
the small remainder of expenditures in this category.
Though more homes in this period made insulation
investments, the total cost of storm doors and
windows for program participants was slightly
higher. 14 Experience in other Federal programs,
however, suggests that many of the credited retrofits
(particularly storm doors and windows) were among
the least cost-effective.ls In addition, the program
did not establish incentives or guidelines to promote
cost-effective retrofits; the principal goal was to
encourage retrofits that consumers judged worth-
while (by whatever criteria they chose).

The rental housing market was minimally affected
by the residential energy tax credits. l6 Under the
principal residence requirement necessary to obtain
the credits, landlords were generally ineligible,
while renters generally had little financial incentive
to retrofit their units (especially if they did not pay
their energy bills directly). This lost market was
important because, at the time the credits were
available, one-third of the 80 million housing units
in the United States were rented.17

In sum, the conservation credits established under
the Energy Tax Act appear to have been bypassed by
most consumers that performed retrofits. Appar-
ently, other factors motivated retrofits more strongly.
This suggests that the tax incentives were a windfall
for most claimants. There are several explanations
(given below) for this general disregard of the
conservation credits, which Congress should be
aware of if it considers re-enacting such credits in the
future.

●

●

The conservation credits were poorly adver-
tised and were restricted to claimants using
the IRS long forms. The 1984 RECS study
determin ed that these were the two most
common reasons for not c1aiming the credits.
First, the study revealed that a significant
portion of consumers were unaware of the
credits (between 19 and 38 percent, depending
on income). In fact, awareness decreased with
decreasing income, suggesting that the relative
need to advertise incentive programs to low-
income groups is greater than for higher income
groups. Second, low-income households and
renters may have been discouraged or pre-
vented from claiming the credits, because many
of them generally do not file long forms.

The rate of the conservation credits (15
percent) was probably too low to motivate
widespread retrofitting. This was a major
reason given for all income groups in the 1984
RECS study. Interestingly, Congress consid-
ered extending and increasing the conservation
credits to 25 percent for tax years 1985 to 1988
for households earning less than $30,000,18 but
no measure was enacted.

lz u s DepW~cnt  ~f Enerfl, EncrD  I~o~ation  Adm~is~~tion,  Residential  Energy Conwnpfion  su~vey.’ ff~u~ing Characfen”stics  19WJ

DOE/EIA~0314(84)  (Wmhington,  DC: October 1986), p. 27.
13 Yet tie ~w,ey ~d ~[ ]=~t N. &awbacks, F1rs(,  respondents were question~  we]] af[cr [hey made  ~eir  inves~ents;  they were not asked the extent

to which the availability of the credits motivated them to undertake the investments in the first place, or whether learning about the Federal credits was
connected to their seeking energy improvements in their principal residences. Also, the survey did not determine the potential effwts of a larger credit.

14 us, Dep~mc[lt  of Energy, Encr~ In fo~tion Admirlis~ation,  An Economic  E\,a/uafi”on of Energy c~nsenvation  and Renewable  Energy Tax

Credifs, DOE/NBMAOO0728  (Washington, DC: October 1985), Service Report, p. 12.
IS SW, c,g.,  J, Schlegcl, J. McBride, S. Thomas, and P. Berkowitz, ‘‘The State-of-the-Art of Low-Income Weatherization: Past, present, and Future, ’

Proceed~ngs  of /he ACEEE 1990 .$ummcr  Srudy on Energy Efj2ciency  in Buildings (Washington DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy, 1990), vol. 7, p. 7.212.

16 J, Cllnton, H. Gcllcr, and E. Hirst, ‘ ‘Review of Government and Utility Energy Conservation Programs,’ Annual Re~tiew  of Energy 1986 (Palo
Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1986), vol. 11, p. 109.

] 7 u s Dep~mCnt of Encr~, Energy Iflo~tlon Adminis~~tion, Residertfia/  Energy  Consumption Sun’e}’: Trends in c~nsumption and.
Expenditures, 1978-1984, DOE/EIA-0482 (Washington, DC: June 1987), p. 118. See also P. McDcvitt  and R. Peterson, ‘‘Residential Energy
Conscrvatlon:  An Investigation of the Post Tax Credit Era in the U.S., ” Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, vol. 4, 1985, p. 45.

18 u s Dep~men[ of EnCr~,  Ener~ I~omtion A~nis~ation, An  ECo~~mic  E\,a/ua~”on  of Energy Consenvution and Reneu’able Energy  Tti

Cred[ts,  DOE/NBM—@300728  (Washington, IX: Octokr  1985), se~ice  RcPofi+  P V.
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●

●

●

The principal residence requirement under
the ETA prevented landlords (and those
owning two or more homes) from using the
credits. If landlords had been able to use the
conservation credits, a larger portion of the
sizable rental market, which comprised from 26
to 31 million units between 1978 and 1984,19

probably would have received retrofits.
Other economic changes (notably the rise in
household energy costs and the drop in
personal income) during the late 1970s and
early 1980s were probably more significant
inducements to perform retrofits than were
the energy tax credits. A change in energy
prices, depending on the relative level, may
exert a stronger influence on conservation
investments than tax credits.
The lag time between financing retrofits and
enjoying the tax credits (from several
months to a year or more) probably dimin-
ished the value of the credits as a financial
incentive for many consumers. This issue was
not addressed in the 1984 RECS, but the more
distant the enjoyment of financial incentives,
the less likely that consumers will pursue them.

Therefore, U.S. experience with residential en-
ergy conservation tax credits reveals uncertainty
about their merits as financial incentives. Although
nearly 30 million credit claims were made, their
ultimate economic benefits have not been reliably
determined. Greater efforts to target low-income
groups and renters, to encourage the adoption of
cost-effective measures, to advertise the program
and, perhaps, to increase the allowable credit limits
could have increased participation in the program
and maybe improved its benefit-cost ratio, which is
still undetermined.

Weatherization Grants

The Federal Government currently offers two
major weatherization assistance programs for low-

income households.20 Based on historical budget
allocations, low-income weatherization is the major
focus of Federal efforts to conserve energy in U.S.
buildings. The combined budgets of these two
programs have consistently been higher (about $330
million in 1991) than any other Federal program
aimed at energy conservation in buildings. (For
example, the 1991 DOE buildings conservation
research and development (R&D) budget was about
$43 million.) The DOE Weatherization Assistance
Program (WAP), the older of the two, is authorized
under Title IV of the Energy Conservation and
Production Act (Public Law 94-385), as amended.

The WAP funds weatherization measures for
low-income households to reduce their energy use.
The other program, the Low-Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (LIHEAP) authorized under
Title XXVI of Low-Income Home Energy Assist-
ance Act (Public Law 97-35) as amended, primarily
subsidizes energy bills for low-income households.
However, States may use 15 percent of their
LIHEAP funds for low-income weatherization (up
to 25 percent with an approved waiver application).

The weatherization components of these pro-
grams are intended to reduce residential energy costs
for low-income families, which typically spend
larger fractions of their incomes on energy relative
to higher income households. For example, families
earning less than $5,000 per year spend on average
25 percent of their household income on energy,
while higher income families (earning $15,000 or
more) spend 5 percent or less of their income on
energy. 2l And families earning less than $5,000 Per
year consume on average 68 percent more energy to
heat a square foot of living space than those earning
$15,000 or more.22 Low-income residences are often
older and in greater disrepair than those of higher
income groups. According to DOE, energy savings
of 25 percent or more are possible for a substantial
number of low-income homes eligible for Federal
weatherization monies .23

19 us. Dep~ent of Energy, Energy Itio~tion  Administration, Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Trends in COWmpfiOn  and

E.rpenditures, 1978-1984, DOE/EIA-0482 (Washington, DC: June 1987), p. 118.
zo In ~~ ~ontcxt,  ~mtherlzation  ~efcr~ t. ~emwes  designed to save heating ~d cooling energy by shell,  equipment, ~d behavioral changes applied

to existing homes.
21 U.S.  DcpU~ent  of Ener~, Ener~ ~o~tlon Adminis~atio~ Household Energv  consumption and Expenditures 1987, Part 1: National Data,

DOE/EIA-0321/1(87) (W,a.shington,  DC: October 1989), p. 50.

~’2 Bawd  on natural gas heating expenditures and adjusted for climate. This difference across the income groups is somewhat smaller for electrically
heated households (about 52 percent). These OTA calculations are based on data in ibid., pp. 101, 104.

23 U.S. Department of Energy, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy, ‘‘Report on the Present Wcathcrization
Grant Program,” prepared for the U.S. Senate, Committee on Appropriations, Aug. 29, 1989, pp. v, 35.
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The other major Federal weatherization grant
program in operation is the Institutional Conserva-
tion Program (ICP). This program provides match
monies to nonprofit schools and hospitals for energy
audits and retrofits and is discussed after the
low-income programs,

Weatherization Assistance Program--Adminis-
tered by the Weatherization Assistance Program
(WAP) Division, which is within the Office of
Technical and Financial Assistance (formerly the
Office of State and Local Assistance Programs) at
DOE, WAP funds energy conservation measures for
low-income households at no charge to the residents.
With its creation by the Energy Conservation and
Production Act (ECPA) in 1976, WAP supple-
mented an existing Federal weatherization program
overseen by the Community Services Administra-
tion (CSA). The CSA authorized its local grantees in
1974 to assist low-income households burdened
with rapidly rising fuel prices caused by the Arab oil
embargo of 1973. The CSA program was the first of
its kind but was eliminated in 1981, leaving WAP as
the sole Federal program designed exclusively to
weatherize low-income households.24

State requirements vary, but households with
incomes less than 150 percent of the Federal poverty
line, incomes less than 60 percent of their State’s
median income level, or receiving welfare are
generally eligible for WAP funds. State expendi-
tures were limited to an average of $1,600 per
household, which includes apartments, but recent
legislation allows that amount to adjust annually
with inflation or by 3 percent, whichever is smaller,25

These funds are available for materials and labor
(installation and related repairs), and priority is
given to households having elderly or handicapped
residents.

Until recently, at least 40 percent of WAP funds
were required to cover materials costs, but recent
legislation allows States to bypass this requirement
if they apply energy audits to client households to
determin e optimal retrofit needs and if they establish
weatherization criteria that ensure cost-effective
retrofits-not merely energy saving ones.26 No more
than 10 percent of WAP monies may be used for
administrative costs.27

As with the former CSA program, a WAP priority
is to use nonprofit, nongovernmental community
action programs (CAPS) to manage weatherization
services locally. Local agencies, whether CAPS or
others, install the conservation measures for partici-
pating households. Roughly 1,200 such groups
participate in WAP, with average staff sizes of only
5 to 10 people.28 As a result, the program is highly
decentralized, and most major efforts-client selec-
tion, weatherization installation, and financing-are
provided by these generally small, local groups.

The WAP has changed considerably in its 15-year
history. Initially, 90 percent of grant funds were
restricted to materials costs; all labor was provided
by trainees working under the Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act (CETA); priority was
given to households with elderly or handicapped
residents; and rental units could be weatherized if
the resultant benefits accrued mostly to tenants
rather than their landlords. (ECPA disallowed land-
lords to raise rents on the basis of weatherization
improvements .29) Subsequent statutory and rules
changes, however, have altered the program.

In recent years, DOE regulations have allowed
WAP to fund furnace repairs and adjustments, raised
the program eligibility limit twice (currently at 150
percent of the poverty level, up from 100 percent in
1979), granted States additional discretion to admin-

M J. Schclegel,  J. McBride, S. Thomas, and P. Berkowitz, “The State-of-the-Art of Imw-Income  Weathcrization:  Past, Present, and Future,”
Proceedings of  [he ACEEE 1990 Summer  ,$fud~ on Energy Eflciency  in Buildings (Washington, DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy, 1990), vol. 7, p. 7.206.

25 State Energy Efficiency Programs Improvement Act of 1990, Public Law 101-440, 104 Stat. 1013, sec. 7(e)(2).

26 Ibid., sec. 7(d)(3).

‘7 This requirement wm identified as a major program impediment in a national sumey of local programs. Sce M. Schweitzer, ‘ ‘Energy Conservation
for bw-Income  Households: A Study of the Organization and Outcomes of Wcatherization  Assistance Prograrn.s, ” Energy System.r  and Policy, vol.
12, No. 2, 1988, p. 111. However, recent legislation partially corrects this problem, because agencies receiving less than $350,000 per year may use an
additional 5 percent for administrative costs. See State Energy Efficiency pro~ams  Improvement Act of 1990, Public Law 101-440, 104 stat. 1013, sec.
7(d)(2).

28 Ibid., pp. 102, 105.

29 J. Schelegel,  J. McBride, S. Thomas, and P. Berkowitz, ‘‘The State-of-the-Art of Low-Income Weathenzation:  Past, Present, and Future, ”
Proceedings of  [he ACEEE 1990 Summer  Study on Energ} Eflciency  in Building$ (Washington, DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy, 1990), vol. 7, p. 7,206.
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ister their WAP programs, established a maximum
average spending cap of $1,600 per household, and
provided the option to spend as little as 40 percent
of program costs on materials.30 The minimum
materials costs were lowered in response to growing
evidence that more emphasis on labor, especially for
related repairs, could result in important energy
savings. 3l In addition, household cooling efficiency
retrofits are now eligible for WAP funds.32

The only national WAP evaluation was com-
pleted in 1984 and represented program results
through 1981. The study determined that average
annual household energy savings were roughly 10
percent. 33 The numerous statutory and rule changes
to the program since 1981, however, render this
early national assessment of the program obsolete.
Although DOE recently initiated the second national
evaluation of the program, the final report will not be
available until the end of 1993.34

Until the second national evaluation is finished, it
is encouraging to consider that WAP has evolved
from a largely volunteer, inexperienced labor force
(under CETA) into a skilled force using more
sophisticated diagnostic technologies in weatheriza-
tion assessments. Moreover, the goal of achieving
cost-effective energy savings has become increas-
ingly common in State and local planning. Seem-
ingly obvious in retrospect, the notion of cost-
effective weatherization—that is, funding retrofit
options for which the energy savings, discounted
appropriately, exceed the initial investment-is not
required by the legislation that authorizes WAP.
That now obvious oversight is being addressed
somewhat on the State and local levels, but no
Federal legislation has yet required all WAP projects
to be cost-effective.

OTA has identified several major issues for
Congress to consider regarding WAP.

●

●

●

Though WAP pursues a variety of goals in
selecting clients for weatherization (e.g.,
targeting the handicapped and the elderly),
stressing or even requiring cost-effective
weatherization (with paybacks generally rang-
ing, for example, no longer than 5 to 8 years)
would better ensure that program monies
are spent more carefully.
The State allotment scheme for the disburse-
ment of Federal WAP funds could be reas-
sessed. Federal regulations require DOE to
determine State WAP allotments based on
several criteria: climate, the relative number of
low-income households, and the share of resi-
dential energy consumption for each State. This
WAP disbursement scheme, however, has ap-
parently allowed colder States to receive a
higher proportion of WAP funds than other
States with relatively larger low-income popu-
lations or relatively greater low-income energy
expenditures. One proposed alternative is to
adjust WAP funding according to the size of a
State’s low-income population and on the
State’s household energy expenditures. This,
apparently, would result in a different flow of
WAP funds to the States.35 Recent legislation
requires DOE to update annually the data used
to determine WAP allotments but does not
direct the agency to revise its scheme accord-
ingly. 36

Delays (both State and Federal) in reimburs-
ing local weatherization programs have been
identified as a major impediment to WAP
success, affecting long-range planning, sol-

30 Ibid,

3‘ Ibid.
32 ~ese ficlude replacement  air conditioners, ventilation cquipmen~ window films, and shading devices. See State Energy Efficiency progr~

Improvement Act of 1990, Public Law 101-440, 104 Stat. 1012, sec. 7(a).
33 GE.  Peabody, U.S. Dep~ent  of Energy, Energy Information Administration Weatherimrion  Program  E\lafuution SR-EEUD-84-1

(Washington DC: August 1984), Service Report, pp. 1, 18.
34 D.A. Beschen  and M.A. Brow U.S. Department of Energy, ‘‘Evaluation Plan for the Weatherization  Assistance program,’ October 1990, figure

A-1 .
35 me ~~ ~~ a different allocation  scheme tit pfidly corr~ts his s~e problem. ~ p~CUIM,  tie second of two allocation fOllIlldaS USed

in LIHEAP resolves this presumed inequity. The selection of a formula in a given year depends on the amount of appropriations in that year. When
appropriations are below $1.975 billion, which has been the case for several years, the first formula is applied. That formula favors colder States, because
it stresses climate and total State heating costs, When appropriations exceed $1,975 billion, thoug~ the second formula is used, which bases State
LIHEAP allocations according to each State’s actual share of heating costs for low-income households—not the climate nor the total  State heating costs.
See M.F. Smith and J. Richardso& U.S. Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, ‘‘ Weatherization Assistance Programs of the Departments
of Energy and Health and Human Services, 90-285 EPW, June 1990, p. 7.

36 s~tc Energy Efficiency programs  Improvement Act of 1990, Public LAW  101-440, 104 S~t.  1013, SCC.  7(c)(2).
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Figure 4-1 —Use of Funds in the Low-Income Home
Energy Assistance Program, Fiscal Year 1991
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SOURCE: Unpublished data from U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, Office of Energy Assistance, July 1991. These 1991
data are based on estimates from a 1991 LIHEAP  telephone
survey.

vency, and local performance. A recent re-
view of local performance indicated that the
average time to reimburse local agencies was
roughly 30 days. About 25 percent of the
agencies participating in the same review,
however, had to wait an average of at least 38
days or longer to receive funds for performed
work,37

Resolving these critical WAP issues is likely to
improve the timeliness, quality, and cost-
effectiveness of the program. Regarding timeliness,
combined WAP/LIHEAP weatherization efforts reach
about 250,000 households annually, which suggests
that reaching the 15 to 18 million households that
have not yet participated in the program (by DOE
estimates) 38 would require an additional 60 to 70
years. Addressing the issues discussed above, lever-
aging more State and utility resources for low-

income weatherization and, perhaps, allowing a
greater percentage of LIHEAP funds to apply to
low-income weatherization could substantially shorten
this projected period.

Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program—
Since 1982, the WAP has been supplemented by the
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program,
which is administered by the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS). The LIHEAP is an
outgrowth of Crisis Intervention, a program initiated
in 1974 under the auspices of the now defunct
Community Services Administration low-income
energy assistance program.39 Enacted by Title X X V I
of the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Act of
1981 (Public Law 97-35), LIHEAP disburses funds
to States to assist with heating and cooling bills for
their eligible low-income households.

At their discretion, States may use up to 15
percent of their LIHEAP funds for low-income
weatherization; with HHS approval, that maximum
can increase to 25 percent. The uses of LIHEAP
funds in 1991 are given in figure 4-1. In recent years,
WAP and LIHEAP together have weatherized more
than 250,000 households a year at a Federal cost of
about $300 million annually.40

As figure 4-2 illustrates, States expend on average
between 7 and 10 percent of their LIHEAP funds on
weatherization. If more LIHEAP funds were di-
rected to weatherization, the need to assist many
low-income households with their energy bills in
outlying years could diminish, but then the Federal
Government may not be able to reach as many
households in a given year. For example, LIHEAP
heating assistance payments have averaged around
$200 per household,41 far less than the average
amount allowed for weatherization in WAP (about
$1,600 per household). By this simple comparison,
directing all current LIHEAP monies to weatheriza-

~7 M. Schweitzer, “Energy Conservation for Imw-Income  Households: A Study of the Organization and Outcomes of Weatherization  Assistance
Progranls,  ’ Errerg) Systems and Policy,  vol. 12, No, 2, 1988, p. 110. This source indicated that most States further restrict local agency administrative
expenses to about 5 percent.

38 U.S.  Department of Ener~, office of the Assistant .%cretary for Conservation and Renewable Ener~, “Report on The Present Weatherization
Grant Program, ’ prepared for the LT.S. Senate, Committee on Appropriations, Aug. 29, 1989, p. 41. These estimates of nonparticipating households do
not exclude those prcv]ously weatherized  in separate State and utility programs. The actual number of nonparticipants, therefore, is overstated to some
degree.

39 J. ScMCgcI,  J. TvicElride, S. Thomas, and P. Berkowi@ ‘ ‘The State-of-the-Art of Low-Income Weathm-ization:  Past, Present, and Future,”
Proceedings of the ACEEE 1990 Sl~mmer  Study  on  Enercqy  Efficiency in Buildings (Washingto~  DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy, 1990), vol. 7, pp. 7.206-7.207.

4~ M,F,  Smith  and J. Rick(Json, U,S. Library of Congress, Congressional Research Semicc, “Wcatherization Assistance Programs of the
Departments of Energy and Health and Human Scrviccs,  ’ 90-285 EPW, June 1990, p. 4.

A1 Unpubllshcd  data provided by U.S. Department of Hc~th and H~ Semiccs,  Office of Energy Assistance, to OTA, July 31, 1991.
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Figure 4-2--Weatherization Funding in the Low-
Income Home Energy Assistance Program,

Fiscal Years 1982-91
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SOURCE: Unpublished data from U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, Office of Energy Assistance, July 1991, The 1991 data
are based on estimates from a 1991 LIHEAP telephone survey,
and the remaining data are historical.

tion would reduce the number of households serv-
iced annually by a factor of about eight, but placing
greater emphasis on weatherization could reduce the
ultimate energy requirements of eligible households
over time.

Although LIHEAP is principally an energy assist-
ance program, there are several important issues
worth considering about its weatherization efforts:

The cost-effectiveness of weatherization meas-
ures funded by LIHEAP is not being as-
sessed, nor are there clear program policies
or measures that encourage cost-effective
weatherization.
Federal requirements or policies to leverage
LIHEAP weatherization monies with State
and utility resources are appropriate to
consider. The private U.S. utility industry
benefits secondarily but substantially from
Federal LIHEAP outlays, because these funds
are used to assist low-income households that
might not otherwise pay their energy bills as

quickly or at all. By providing energy assist-
ance, LIHEAP offsets utility arrearages from
delayed or missed payments by low-income
households. (Utility arrearages from delayed
residential payments amount to hundreds of
millions of dollar-s annually. )42 As a result,
Congress could determine whether private
utilities should provide greater assistance to a
Federal effort from which these firms benefit.

Institutional Conservation Program—The ICP
is a Federal institutional grant program administered
by States through DOE regional offices. Since 1980,
ICP grants have funded energy audits and the
application of energy conservation measures to over
20,000 schools (primary and secondary), colleges,
universities, and hospitals.43 The program is de-
signed to assist the financing of energy audits and
retrofits in the nonprofit institutional sector, where
resources are generally limited.

Until 1990, ICP eligibility was limited to non-
profit institutional buildings constructed before
April 20, 1977. Recent legislation, however, shifted
the eligibility to such buildings constructed before
May 1, 1989.44 By 1988, ICP spending totaled
almost $1.4 billion and resulted in an estimated
cumulative energy savings of 0.3 quads (317 trillion
Btus) worth an estimated $1.9 billion.45 This spend-
ing figure includes both DOE grant outlays and the
matching funds required of participating institu-
tions. By this measure alone, the ICP has exceeded
its break-even payback costs by $500 million.ti

There are two kinds of ICP grants. Technical
analysis (TA) grants fund energy audits to deter-
mine appropriate energy conservation measures
(ECMS) for participating institutions. ECM grants
fired the design, acquisition, and installation of
energy conservation measures for participating insti-
tutions. Except in cases of demonstrated hardship,
ICP grants are limited to 50 percent of participant
costs. Where hardship has been demonstrated, ICP
will fund up to 90 percent of the TA or ECM. By the
end of 1987, ECM grants resulted in an average

42p. Rodgers,  M Foley, and ~. ~&er, Sun.ey  of EleC~l~ and Natural Gas  utility Unco]leetab[e  Accounts  and Service Disconnections for 1984

(.Washington, DC: National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, October 1985), pp. 41-48.
43 NE.  Collfi, R,C, K_emd,  ~d p,H. ~er, Energv  conservation  in Hospita[s,  colleges  and  (Jniver.rities,  and  Public School Districts: Results

of a National Evacuation (Argome, IL: Argonne National”Laboratory, May 1988), p. 30.
44 Sbte  Ener~  Efficiency ~ogms Improvement ~t of 1990, public  IAW 101-44O, 104 Stat. 1011, SW. 6(b)(l).

45 us. Dep~en[  of Ener~, Office of co~e~ation  and Renewable Energy, An Estimate o~Aggregare  Energy Savings Due fO fhe  ICP program,

DOE/SF/00098-H2  (Washington, DC: March 1988), p. vi. Figures in this section are expressed in 1987 dollars.
46 ICp_fWded  ~easmes  completed  by 1988 are ex~cted  to save @ additional  .$4t)()  million per year over their reIIlaillklg MetirIleS. Ibid., p. 33.
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energy savings of 12 percent for participating
educational facilities and 8 percent for participating
hospitals. 47

As of 1988, approximately 115,000 schools,
colleges, and hospitals comprised the institutional
sector. Ninety percent of these institutions were
schools, but they accounted for only 35 percent of
the total institutional energy use. This suggests that
the energy intensity (energy use per square foot of
floor space) of schools is far lower than colleges or
hospitals. 48 Given the large number but low energy
intensity of schools, a separate Federal effort could
target colleges and hospitals, because they are
relatively less numerous but more energy intensive.
As of 1988, however, 80 percent of ICP grants were
awarded to schools .49

Summary figures confirm the point that ICP
program monies are reaching the less energy-
intensive buildings eligible for assistance: ICP
grants have reached 29 percent of the eligible
institutional floor space but that space consumes
only 27 percent of the total energy in the eligible
portion of the institutional subsector.50 Neverthe-
less, paybacks are favorable for all subsectors,
averaging 3.6 years. The cost of conserved energy
has been estimated at just over $2 per million Btu.51

If this figure accurately reflects true ICP savings,
this program is probably the most cost-effective
Federal energy grant program in operation, and the
use of energy audits invariably contributes to this
success.

Loan Subsidies

Solar Energy and Energy Conservation Bank—
The SEECB (or the “Bank”) was authorized by the
Energy Security Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-294) to
subsidize the purchase and installation of conserva-
tion and renewable energy measures in households
(one to four families), multifamily buildings (more
than four families), and nonprofit commercial and
agricultural buildings with low- and moderate-
income owners and tenants. The goal of the program,
which was administered by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), was to
encourage energy conservation and the use of
renewable energy sources (solar, wind, and wood) in
buildings to reduce national dependence on foreign
energy supplies.

52 Although later extended 6
months, the original statutory sunset date for the
Bank was September 30, 1987.53

Bank monies were disbursed through cooperative
agreements executed with States, all of which
participated in the program at least 1 year.54 The
original funding authorization for the Bank was
unprecedented for a Federal conservation and re-
newable energy incentive program designed for
low-income groups-over $3 billion for fiscal years
1981 through 1984.55 Before the program was
implemented, however, the newly arrived Reagan
administration proposed cutting the 1981 Bank
budget from $300 million to $250,000, which
Congress did.56 The revised 1981 budget was
intended to cover only administrative expenses;
funding authorized for 1982 to 1984 reactivated the

47 Ibid., p. vi.

48 In fact, measured in thousands of Btus per square foot per year (kBTU/sq  ft/yr), median energy intensities for ICP-eli@ble  buildings  me tie
following: schools 130, colleges 240, and hospitats 420. N.E. Collins, R.C. Kammerud, and P.H. Kier, Energy Conservurion in Hospitals, ColZeges  and
Universities, und Public School Districts: Results of a National E\’aluation  (Argonne, IL: Argonne National Laboratory, May 1988), pp. 14-15.

49 Ibid., p. 43.

50 Ibid,, p. 44.
5 I Ibid,, p. 43. For ~omp~son,  tie average  cost of ~lec~icity  in 1987 (tie  yea represented  ~ he Icp energy savings estimates) for be residentkd

and commercial sectors has been estimated at $21.18 per million Btu and natural gas at $5.12 per million Btu the same year. See U.S. Department of
Energy, Ener~ Information Administration, Armuu/ Energy Review’ 1990,  DOE/’EIA-0384(90) (Washington DC: May 1991), p. 69.

52 Enerm SxUlty Act of 19~0, Public Law 96-294, 94 Stat.  ~ 19* ‘~” 503

53 EnerW security ~t of 1980, fibhc ~w 96_294, 94 slat, 722, sec. 505(a). House Joint Resolution 395 (December 21, 1987) extended SEECB
authorization to March 15, 1988. Congress officially withdrew all unspent monies in 1990, although Bank activities had essentially ceased by mid-1988.
Public Law 101-507, 104 Stat. 1364.

54 u s Dep~cnt of Housing ~d Urbm Deve]opmcnt,  SOIM Ener~ and Energy Consewation B~, So/ar  Energy a~Energy  Conse~Ylfi”On  ~Unk:.

FY 1987 Annual Report to the Congress (Washington, DC: 1987), p. 7.
55 me $S,OZS  bllllon o~glndly au~orimd  for the B* were designated prim~ly  for conservation mefiures  ($2.5 billion for fiscal years 1981 to

1984), with the remainder designated for renewable measures ($525 million for fiscal yews 1981 to 1983). Public Law 96-294,94 Stat. 737, sec. 522(a)-
(b).

56 ~~nlbus BudgC& Rec~ncilia[ion  Act of 1981, Public Law 97-3S.  See associatd  senate Report @ud@ Committee)  No.  97-139>  June 17, 1981,
p. 384,
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program, but at substantially reduced levels.57 By
the time the Bank effectively expired in September
1987, program expenditures totaled only $76 million
and assisted about 98,000 projects .58 All administra-
tion requests for the Bank budget after 1981 were
zero.59

The virtual elimination of the Bank budget in
1981 contributed to the delay in program implemen-
tation. Interim rules establishing program require-
ments were not promulgated until May 1983,60 and
final rules were not issued until March 1984.61

Given the 1987 sunset date, program planners could
expect only 3 1/2 years of operation. In fact, Congress

e n a c t e d  n o  n e w  b u d g e t  a u t h o r i t y  f o r  t h e  B a n k  a f t e r

1985; budget authority for fiscal years 1986 and
1987 was zero, although $1.7 million of recaptured
1985 funds were reappropriated for 1988.62

Bank funds subsidized loans (either the principal
or interest portions) for energy conservation and
renewable energy measures installed in newly con-
structed or existing (pre-1980) buildings; grants for
energy conservation measures were also available
under the program. Any Bank funds allocated to
States but not expended within prescribed periods
were recaptured and redistributed; this was intended
to encourage the timely use of Bank funds and to
prevent States from hoarding program resources.
Also, the Energy Security Act prevented Bank

participants from claiming energy conservation or
renewable energy credits available under the Energy
Tax Act (Public Law 95-618).63

The Energy Security Act directed the Bank to
decrease assistance with increasing income accord-
ing to enacted guidelines to ensure that the lowest
income groups would receive the greatest assist-
ance.64 As a result, by the end of 1987,65 percent of
program funds had been disbursed to the lowest
income group defined in the statute. In 1987, the last
year of major program activity, average loan subsi-
dies were $1,053 and average matching grants were
$720. 65 Ninety percent of total program funds were
allocated to conservation measures.66

The Energy Security Act directed HUD to analyze
annually the cost-effectiveness of the Bank program,
by comparing total expenditures against total energy
savings, 67  bu t  t he  s t a tu t e  d id  no t  impose  l im i t s  on

p r o g r a m  a s s i s t a n c e  a c c o r d i n g  t o  a n y  m e a s u r e  o f

c o s t - e f f e c t i v e n e s s .  N o n e t h e l e s s ,  H U D  p r o p o s e d  i n

the 1983 interim rule that energy conservation and
passive solar measures should achieve a 7-year
simple payback, as determined by an energy audit,
to receive Bank assistance.68 Although this payback
test was based on DOE guidance issued for the
Residential Conservation Service (RCS), there were
objections to the HUD proposal, and later that year
Congress prohibited any limits on Bank assistance
that were based on projected energy savings.69

57‘rhC omnibus  Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35) sec. 1071 reduced the Bank budget to $150 million  for fiscal Yms  1982 to
1984. Subsequent legislation reduced this funding even further, to $135 million. Public Law 98-181, 97 Stat. 1235, sec. 463(f)(l).

58 IJ.S, Dep@ent  of Housing and Urban Devclopmen~ Solar Energy and Energy Cm.servation BardG  Solar Energy andEnergy conservation  Bunk:
FY 1987 Annual Report to the Congress (Washington, DC: 1987), p. 2.

59 Walter ~eysW,  U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, former Program Director, SEECB, personal commtication,  Nov. 25,
1991.

6048 Federal  Register 24254 (May 31, 1983).

6149 Federal Register 9865 (I$4w. 16, 1984).
6Z u s Dep~ent  ofHous~g  ~d Urb~Developmcnt,  Solar Energy and Energy Conservation B@ Solar Energy andEnergy  COnsen’atiOn  ‘ank:

FY 1987”Annual  Report to the Congress (Washington, DC: 1987), p. 12.
63 ~bllC ~w g6_zCJd, 94 Stat+  723, sm.  soG(f)$  The residential credits  ~der tie Energy  Tax Act were available for tax ytXUS  1$)78  to 1985. k additioq

the Energy Security Act prevented Bank assistance from being counted as income for any individual participating in the program. Public Law 96-294,
94 Stat. 726, sec. 509(c).

64 ~bllc ~w 96-294, 94 Sta[. 726-729, s~, 511-512 For example, o~ers or te~ts of s~gle  f~ly residenms earning less tharl 80 percent Of

their median area income (MAI),  the lowest income group in the prograrm were eligible for $1,250 of assistance, while those e arning between 80 and
100 percent of their MAI, the second lowest income group, were eligible for only $875 of assistance. See 48 Federal Regisfer  24265 (May 31, 1983).

65 us, Dep~ent  of Housing ad Urb~Developmen~  Solar Energy ad Energy Conservation B* So/ar Energy andEnergy Conservafi’ofl  Bank:

FY 1987 Annual Report to the Congress (Washington, DC: 1987), p. 4.

66 Ibid., p. 9.

67 Public Law 96-294, 94 Stat. 736, sec. 519(a)(3).

6848 Federal  Register 24262, 24265 (My 31, 1983).

69 Hous~g  ~d Urb~-Ru~ Recovery  Act of 1983, ~blic ~w 98-181, sec. 463(c)(2). According to thc former SEECB program manager, thiS
prohibition was imposed to prevent further delays in program implementation. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, former Program
Director, SEECB, personal communication, Nov. 25, 1991.
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Despite HUD objections to this prohibition,70 the
Bank appears to have conducted an extremely
cost-effective program. According to HUD esti-
mates, SEECB conservation investments made in
1987 achieved average simple paybacks of 4.4
years. 71 AS with RCS, however, these estimates Were

based on State reports that summarized audit esti-
mates of energy savings potential; no Federal effort
was made to test the reliability of these estimates or
the actual effect of the retrofits by using fuel use
data, surveys, or other methods.72

The implementation lessons applicable to the
Bank and worthy of attention by Congress are the
following:

●

●

Encouraging or requiring energy audits
prior to the disbursement of Federal funds
for building retrofits may be appropriate.
Energy audits inform consumers about eco-
nomical retrofit options, which will encourage
them to spend their (and Federal) monies as
effectively as possible. Of course, performing
audits requires resources that could be used for
retrofits, but audit costs are relatively minor
compared to major retrofits, and they can
indicate the most cost-effective retrofit oppor-
tunities.
The use of mandatory cost-effectiveness re-
quirements for Federally subsidized resi-
dential retrofit assistance has not been tested.
The Bank was never able to test this option, but
it is likely that such Federal requirements
would improve the cost-effectiveness of resi-
dential retrofit programs.

Federal Leadership

Providing Public Recognition for Voluntary
Energy Savings

Green Lights Program-Green Lights is a volun-
tary, cooperative corporate program formally initi-
ated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
in January 1991. The program is intended to reduce
commercial building energy use by encouraging
companies to conduct voluntarily all possible cost-

effective lighting retrofits at their U.S. facilities. To
participate in the program, companies sign non-
binding agreements to survey lighting at all their
U.S. facilities and to perform retrofits in at least 90
percent of their total floor space. Retrofits are
required only where they would be cost-effective
and where they would not compromise lighting
quality. By reducing lighting energy use, the pro-
gram aims to reduce the air and other pollution
associated with extracting and burning fossil fuels
for electricity generation.

The Green Lights program operates on the as-
sumption that a variety of highly efficient lighting
technologies have been developed but insufficiently
implemented in the last decade.73 To address all of
the relevant barriers to energy efficiency, ranging
from inadequate information to financing, the Green
Lights program consists of several distinct arms.

The first program arm is the Decision Support
System designed to assist companies with lighting
surveys, the identification of retrofit options, and the
final selection of a retrofit option that maximizes
energy savings without compromising lighting qual-
ity. A separate Green Lights effort, the National
Lighting Product Information Program, is designed
to provide reliable information about lighting tech-
nologies and options to interested companies that
may question product claims or potential employee
response to lighting changes. Beyond such informa-
tion about technical performance, the Green Lights
program also offers a support project to inform
participants about retrofit financing options, includ-
ing assistance offered by utilities, government,
energy service companies, and other more conven-
tional lending institutions such as banks.

The Green Lights program distinguishes several
participant groups: corporate partners, manufacturer
allies, electric utility allies, and lighting manage-
ment company allies. To join the program, each
group must sign a nonbinding memorandum of
understanding with EPA that describes the responsi-
bilities of EPA and the participant. As of December

70 ‘‘Jn [he opinion of the Bank. . .the ncw legislation ~blic Law 98-181] has impaired the Bank’s ability to focus appropriately on the most
cost-effective expenditures. ’ 49 Federal Register 9867 (Mar. 16, 1984).

71 u,S,  Dep~ent of Housing ~d urban Devc]opmcnt, solar  Energy and Energy Conservation B@ S~/ar~nergy an~EnergJt  COnse~’OfiOn  Bank:

FY 1987 Annual Report to the Congress (Washington, DC: 1987), pp. 3, 6.
72 Walter ~ey~nfl  U,S, Dcp~mcnt  of Housing and Urbm Dcvclopn~cnt,  former Program Dir~tor,  SEECB, pcrsorxd  communication, NOV. 25,

1991.
73 Scc  EPA pamphlet, “Green Lights: A Bright Investment in the Environment, ” July 1991.
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1991, roughly 150 companies had enrolled in the
program.

Although few actual measured energy savings
data are available at present, the Green Lights offers
an innovative approach to saving energy in the
private sector that is worth duplicating, because it
stresses cooperation, public recognition, cost-
effective energy savings, and voluntary participa-
tion.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Programs

This section reviews the budgets and several
major accomplishments of the DOE energy conser-
vation research and development (R&D) program
for buildings. This DOE program is administered by
the Deputy Assistant Secretary for the Office of
Building Technologies, who is under the Assistant
Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy.
The other Conservation and Renewable Energy
offices at the level of Deputy Assistant Secretary are
Industrial Technologies, Transportation Technolo-
gies, Utility Technologies, and the Office of Techni-
cal and Financial Assistance. This organizational
scheme was adopted in April 1990 to consolidate
better the office’s efforts by end-use sector. The
fiscal year 1991 Office of Conservation and Renew-
able Energy budgets by office are shown in figure
4-3.

With few exceptions, the most successful DOE
conservation R&D projects related to buildings were
initiated, and some completed, before the Depart-
ment’s conservation budget was severely cut in the
early 1980s (box 4-D). Solid-state fluorescent light
ballasts, for example, were developed through DOE-
funded work between 1976 and 1980, accounting for
a total Federal R&D investment of about $3 million.
These efficient ballasts represent a 20 to 25 percent
energy efficiency improvement over conventional
magnetic ballasts, and their use is expected to save
billions of dollars in lighting energy costs over the
next several decades.74

However, not all conservation R&D funding
results in major successes nor should this be
expected. One goal of conservation R&D is to

Figure 4-3--U.S. Department of Energy
Conservation Research and Development Budget

by End-use Sector, Fiscal Year 1991
(in millions of current dollars)

Transportation Industrial
te ies

Utility Building
technolog

4.2
echnologies

43.1

Policy and
\ j management

Technical and financial assistance
276.5

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Energy, United States Department
of Energy Fiscal Year 1992 Congressional Budget Request,
DOBCR-0001 (Washington, DC: February 1991), vol. 4, p. 273.

explore the potential for improving the efficiency of
energy use; much of that exploration requires trial
and error. Indeed, even when technology is im-
proved in the laboratory, high costs, inadequate
marketing, or poor consumer response often limit or
prevent its adoption. For example, commercially
available heat pump water heaters consume about
one-half the energy used by conventional electric
resistance water heaters, but high first costs have
slowed their market penetration.75

The low penetration of several important
energy efficient technologies indicates that Fed-
eral research cannot be limited strictly to techni-
cal improvements—there should be a commensu-
rate Federal effort to demonstrate and market
these technologies once they are developed. Such
marketing requires ongoing evaluations of con-
sumer, builder, and manufacturer preferences, as
well as a detailed understanding of the barriers that
prevent the wider adoption of these technologies. To
assist the marketing effort, there could be more
aggressive implementation of newer, efficient tech-
nologies in the building retrofit programs adminis-
tered by DOE.

74 H, ~cller, J.p. Hml~, MD ~v~c, and AH,  Rosenfc]d, ‘‘~c Rolc of Federal Resc~ch  ~d Development in Advancing Energy Efficiency: A
$50 Billion Contribution [o the US Economy,” Annual Re}’iew of Energy 1987 (Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1987), vol. 12, pp. 381-382.

75 ~.A. BroW, L,G+  Be~, ~d R.K, Goel, c~mmerciolizing  ~ov,ernment.,$ponsored  Inno\,ations:  lke[~!e succes.~fil  Buildings Case Studies,

ORNL/CON-275  (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, January 1989), pp. 70-81.
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Box 4-D—DOE Conservation Research and Development for Buildings:
Four Successful Projects

A variety of energy conservation technologies associated with buildings has emerged from DOE-funded R&D
projects. Many of the most important successes resulted from work initiated prior to the drastic cuts in the DOE
conservation R&D budget that occurred in fiscal year 1982. A brief history of the development of four of these
DOE-sponsored technology projects is given below: high-efficiency refrigerator compressors, high-efficiency
refrigerator-freezers, solid-state fluorescent ballasts, and low-emissivity window coatings. This history is a limited
but useful indication of the Federal R&D contribution to advancing building energy conservation.

High-efficiency refrigerator compressor —Using DOE funds, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
funded the development of a prototype high-efficiency refrigerator compressor from 1977 to 1981. This work was
conducted by the Kelvinator Co., a major appliance manufacturer. Refrigerators and freezers account for about 10
percent of primary energy use in the residential sector, and compressors use between 70 and 85 percent of that
energy. Through design changes in the refrigerator motor and suction muffler, Kelvinator achieved an improvement
in compressor efficiency of 44 percent. By one estimate, this improvement will save $1,1 billion in consumer energy
costs annually by 2005. According to the same source, DOE involvement in this project hastened commercialization
by 2 years.1

High efficiency refrigerator-freezer—From 1977 to 1983, ORNL funded a project conducted by Amana
Refrigeration, Inc. in cooperation with Arthur D. Little, Inc. to improve overall refrigerator-freezer efficiency. Six
design changes were selected for the prototype model, including thicker cabinet insulation, relocation of the fan
motor outside the freezer, improved door gaskets, and separate evaporators for the freezing and refrigerating
sections. The resulting energy savings were 60 Percent.2

Although these refrigerators were not widely marketed, the success of this research contributed to the
development of the 1990 and 1993 refrigerator standards under the National Appliance Energy Conservation Act
(Public Law 100-12). In brief, the successful design changes in the prototype model compelled DOE to consider
them in its refrigerator efficiency rulemaking under the National Energy Conservation Policy Act (Public Law
95-619; NECPA) in the early 1980s. Although the Department never promulgated real legally binding standards
under NECPA, the California Energy Commission (CEC) set its 1992 refrigerator standard based on the DOE
analysis behind this NECPA effort, which indicated the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of adopting the
technologies incorporated in the DOE prototype. Subsequently, the 1992 CEC standard was used to develop the
1990 and 1993 NAECA refrigerator standards. Thus, DOE-funded research was instrumental in demonstrating
technologies that were eventually used to guide the development of Federal appliance efficiency standards.3

1 H. GeUm,  J.P. l-brris, M.D. Levine, and A.H. Rosenfeld,  “The Role of Federal  Research and DeVeloprnent in ~v~c~g  ~agy
Efilciency: A $50 Billion Contribution to the US Economy,” AnnuaZReview  oJEnergy  19W (Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1987), vol.
12, pp. 36G361, 391,

2 Ibid., p. 391.
3 David B. Goldste@ Na~~ Resomc~  Defeme Comcfl, @tten  com,m@@ion  to OTA, oct.  11, 1991.

(Continued on next page)

Despite major successes in building and other Congress horn fiscal years 1983 through 1990. In
energy technology R&D in the late 1970s and early fiscal year 1983, the administration’s conservation
1980~, the DOE- conservation R&D budget was R&D budget request for buildings, industrial, and
severely cut in the 1980s (figure 4-4). These cuts transportation activities was zero. 76 ConWeSs con-

stemmed from a major Federal R&D policy change tinued funding these conservation programs but at
introduced by the Reagan administration, which levels far below the 1979 to 1981 fiscal years.

advocated a shift toward private sector fimded  R&D.
As a result, DOE conservation R&D budget requests The sharpest drop in the overall DOE conserva-
were lower than the actual budgets authorized by tion R&D budget was experienced in fiscal year

76 U,S,  CongcSS, Gencr~]  ~counfig OffIce, Energy  R~: DOE’S Allocation of Fu~s for Basic and Applied Research and Development,

GAO/RCXD-90-148BR  (Gaithersburg,  MD: May 1990), p. 24.
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Box 4-D—DOE Conservation Research and Development for Buildings:
Four Successful Projects-Continued

Solid-state fluorescent ballast-In 1977, researchers at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), another
DOE-funded national energy lab, began work on solid-state fluorescent ballasts, a technology that had promising
theoretical potential at the time but had not yet been developed. With DOE funding, LBL began working with two
small contractors to develop these ballasts; none of the major ballast manufacturers decided to participate in this
effort. DOE was involved in this effort until 1980, shortly after the efficacy of the new ballasts was demonstrated
in several test projects, including one at a Veterans Admini“ “stration medical facility in Long Beach, California. These
ballasts allow about a 25 percent reduction in fluorescent lighting energy use without losses in illumination. By one
estimate, DOE involvement hastened commercialization of this technology by 5 years.4 At present, solid-state
ballasts are installed only in 3 percent of fluorescent fixtures in the United States.5 However, their penetration in
the new ballast market reached 10 percent in the first 6 months of 1991,6 and future sales are projected to increase.7

Low-E window coating--Low-emissivity (low-e) coatings are designed to reduce heat loss or gain through
windows. Similar to other DOE projects begun in the late 1970s and early 1980s, initial industry interest in
researching and developing this technology was low. Windows account for significant heat transfers in buildings;
as noted in chapter 2, the R-value (or resistance to heat transfer) of atypical wall in the United States is 15, whereas
a single-pane window has an R-value of just 1. Low-e coatings increase window R-values. As noted in chapter 2,
low-e double-pane windows presently on the market have R-values ranging from 2.5 to 3.2, an improvement over
the uncoated double-pane R-value of 2. As with solid-state ballasts, DOE funded this project through LBL. The
initial DOE interest and financial backing in the low-e project contributed to its early progress, which prompted
window manufacturers to invest $150 million of their own funds in this effort by the mid-1980s. Commercialization
of the first low-e window coatings, despite a few early setbacks, occurred in 1983, an estimated 5 years sooner than
it would have without DOE support.8 Today, large window manufacturers offer low-e glass as an option for almost
all of their products.9

4 H. &LIa, J.P. -s, M.D. bvb,  ~ A.H. RosenfelL  ‘The Role of Federal Research and Development in Adv~C@ mffgy
Efficiency: A $50 Billion Contribution to the US Economy,” Annual Review ofEnergy  1987 (Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1987), vol.
12, pp. 360,379-383.

5 U.S. ~p~at of q, Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy, A Compendium of Energy Conservation success  Stotie$
90, DOIZKH1OO93-83 (Wshin@oIA DC: December 1990),  P. 1%

6 F~mfm t. ~es for~ fmt  W. q~rs of 191.  U.S. ~p~~  of co~me,  BIKCRU of the Census, currentMiwrz”alReports:
Fluorescent Lamp BaZlasts,  Second Quarter 1991 (WashingtoIL  DC: September 1991), p. 1.

7 *D+ Li~~, ~c-, Supply  ~~De~& ofComp~~tFl~oresce~ ~mps a&EJec~O~C  Ballasts (Cambridge,  MA:  J5nu~ 1991),

p. 17.
8 H. ~~w, j~. -s, M.D. ~vine,  ~ ASH+ Ro~feld, “me Role of Fed- R~~h ~d Development in AdVWIChg Energy

Ef13ciency: A $50 Billion Contribution to the US Economy,” Annual Review ofEnergy 1987 (Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1987), vol.
12, pp. 360,383-390.

9 J. Tmmbly,  ‘tw~dow  Compay  S~&&s ~w.E Gks,”  Home Energy, May/June 19N, pp. 6-7.

1982, when funding dropped 71 percent from $300.1 as a benchmark for other fiscal years, because it was
million to $87.2 million (current dollars). While the
total DOE conservation R&D budget has been
increasing modestly since 1982, the 1991 budget in
current dollars was only 62 percent of the 1980
budget. The 1991 DOE buildings conservation
R&D budget in current dollars was only 44
percent of the 1980 budget.77  This is not to suggest
that the 1980 tiding level was optimal, but it serves

the largest conservation R&D budget in DOE
history.

While funding is critical, the Federal commitment
to energy conservation R&D cannot be measured
solely by budget size. Other important measures of
Federal coremitment to energy conservation R&D
include the actual division of overall funding be-
tween basic and applied research, the mix of R&D

77 ~ ~Went do~ws, me to~ DOE ConseNatlon  R&D budget  was $’34’3,7 million h Iggo and $214.7  million in Iggl. The DOE building conservation
R&D budget in current dollars was $98,3 million in 1980 and $43.1 million in 1991. The 1980-82 data are from F.J.  Sissine, U.S. Library of Congress,
Congressional Research Service, IB85 130, Energy Conservation: Technical Eflciency  and Program Effectiveness, CRS Issue Brief, April 1991. The
1991 data are from U.S. Department of Energy, United Stares  Department of Energy Fiscal Year 1992 Congressional Budget Request, DOE/CR-0001
(Washington DC: February 1991), vol. 4, p. 273.
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Figure 4-4--U.S. Department of Energy
Conservation Research and Development
Budgets, Buildings Versus Nonbuildings

Funding, Fiscal Years 1978-91

Current dollars (millions)
4 0 0

197879 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

_ Nonbulldlngs R&D . . . . Buildings R&D
. . . . .

SOURCE: Fiscal years 1978 to 1989 from F.J. Sissine, U.S. Library of
Congress, Congressional Research Service, Energy Conserva-
tion: Technical Efficiency and Program Effectiveness, CRS
Issue Brief 85130 (Washington, DC: Congressional Research
Service, April 1991 ); fiscal years 1990 and 1991 from U.S.
Department of Energy, United States Department of Energy
Fiscal Year 1992 Congressional Budget Request, DOEfCR-
0001 (Washington, DC: February 1991), vol. 4, p, 273.

funding divided between end-use sectors and fuel
types, the degree to which technology demonstration
and transfer play a role in R&D, and the level of
private sector involvement and cost sharing. Thus,
simply raising the DOE conservation R&D budget
will not by itself ensure program success. At least as
important, for example, will be a well-defined R&D
plan along with a steady level of funding, at
whatever level, particularly if Congress hopes to
maximize private sector cooperation in DOE R&D
efforts.

Building Codes and Appliance Standards

Building codes are legally binding requirements
that apply to structures and their occupancy to
ensure public health, safety, and welfare. Although
the traditional focus of code efforts has been health
and safety (e.g., sanitation and fire protection),

energy efficiency has assumed greater prominence
in building code development in the last two
decades. While codes are adopted and enforced
locally, few municipalities develop their own codes;
instead, four major organizations develop and pub-
lish model building codes for State and local use: the
Building Officials & Code Administrators Interna-
tional, the International Conference of Building
Officials, the Southern Building Code Congress
International, and the Council of American Building
Officials, which is a federation of the first three
organizations .78

Appliance efficiency standards are legally bind-
ing requirements designed to ensure minimum
efficiency levels in new products. As discussed
below, Federal programs in the last 20 years have
been involved in building codes and standards, as
well as appliance efficiency standards.

Building Codes and Standards

Two Federal agencies, the Departments of Energy
and Housing and Urban Development, have been
active in the development of model or actual
building energy codes and standards. Although the
number of buildings constructed annually for Fed-
eral Government use is limited, the government
directly finances about 27 percent of new home
mortgages through the Federal Housing Administra-
tion, the Veterans Administration, and the Farmers
Home Administration.79 Eligibility requirements for
Federal financing can directly influence building
design and construction.

Building Energy Performance Standards
(BEPS)—Under authority of the Energy Conserva-
tion and Production Act (Public Law 94-385), DOE
first issued draft building energy performance stand-
ards (BEPS) in 1979 for new commercial and
residential buildings. The BEPS compliance ap-
proach was highly innovative, and DOE considered
it to be a ‘‘radical departure from standard practices
of the building community. ’ ’80 Yet BEPS offered no

T~ Nati~m~l  Association of Home Builders, Understanding Builtiing Codes and Standards in the United Stafes, rev. ed. (Washir@on+  DC: 1989), PP.
7-8.

79 ~ls figure  reprcscnB  tic ~ofiion of total mortgages  ~pp]ylng  t. new,  p~vate]y  owed one-f~i]y  houses sold in 1990. S= U.S. Department of
Commerce, Burca of the Cemus, .$tatisrical  Abstract of[he Unired  State.~: 1991, 11 lth ed. (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991),
p. 721.

8052 Federa~Re,*i~ter 17053 way 6, 1987)  ~c ~lost  slgnificmt  aspect of tie proposal  was ~C introduction  of the ‘ ‘whole building energy budget. ’
The standards set a maximum energy consumption level for a type of building in a given climate, In all, DOE approved 21 types of buildings and 78
climate zones; mch commercial building type had an assigned energy budget  for each climate zone. The proposed standard required the use of computer
simulation to demonstrate that a proposeci  building design met the prescribed energy level. The residential proposal included prescrip(ivc  packages, but
the standard was unclear about whether compliance with (he prescriptive pack?gc also met the energy budget requirements.
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guidance on how to comply with defined energy
budgets. Although the performance approach had
been available in the prevailing building standard
issued by ASHRAE,81 builders rarely used it. Given
this unfamiliarity with performance criteria, there-
fore, most of the 1,800 comments DOE received on
the initial proposed rule claimed that BEPS was un-
suitable for a mandatory building standard. Many
comments stressed the difficulty of calculating ener-
gy performance formulas and the likely costs of
computer analysis necessary to demonstrate compli-
ance.

More than 1,000 comments maintained that the
ASHRAE standard would be a preferable substi-
tute .82 Many States had already adopted the
ASHRAE standard, which contained the traditional
criteria familiar to the building community. The
following year, Congress restricted mandatory build-
ing energy standards to the Federal sector, making
BEPS voluntary for all other sectors.83 DOE was
also required to project the impact of the standard on
construction costs, design, and expected energy
savings; the impacts of the residential standards on
the ability of low- and moderate-income persons to
purchase or rent buildings had to be assessed as
well.84 In addition, Federal building standards were
required to meet the life-cycle cost criteria detailed
in the Code of Federal Regulations.8s

DOE has established three separate standards to
comply with its revised mandate. The frost, the
interim mandatory standards for new Federal resi-
dential buildings, was proposed in 1986.86 The crux
of the standard is the Conservation Optimization

Standard for Savings in Federal Residences (COST-
SAFR) program, a computerized calculation proce-
dure designed to select the most cost-effective
measures available for the building on a life-cycle
basis. The program assigns values to the measures,
allowing builders to decide whether to meet or
exceed the energy consumption goal for the building
type, A DOE economic analysis of these energy
standards concluded that life-cycle cost savings
would average about $760 per unit.87

The second, voluntary standards for new com-
mercial and multifamily high-rise residential build-
ings, were published in 1989.88 DOE planned to
publish the third standard, voluntary nonfederal
residential guidelines (VOLRES), in June 1991.89

Minimum Property Standards—Through a vari-
ety of legislation, Congress has directed HUD to
issue an energy standard for housing programs
within the agency and for manufactured homes. The
Federal Government first issued the Minimum
Property Standards (MPS) in the 1950s to establish
energy criteria for homes using federally financed
mortgages. 90 The standard limited the level of
household utility expenses and reduced the rate of
default on home mortgage loans. The latest MPS is
the 1984 version developed by HUD. In November
of 1990, HUD issued a proposed rule for adopting an
updated energy standard. The rule proposes that ‘all
detached one and two family dwellings and one
family townhouses not more than three stories in
height shall comply with CABO Model Energy
Code, 1989 Edition, including 1990 supple-

81 AS~E is tie American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers. ASHRAE stantids are Commoldy  Usd  in b~lding
design.

13Z 52 Federal  Register 17054 (May 6, 1987).
83 Housing and CommW@ Development Act of 1980, Public Law 96-399, sec. 326; and Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, ~blic Law

97-35, Title X, Subtitle D.
8442 U.S.C. 6833(a)(l)-(2).
8510 cm pm 436, Subpm  A. Life. cycle cost (L(_’C)  is a me~od  of economic eval~tion  tit es~tes  the COStS  and savings Over the hfe Of the

item in question. Federal agencies are required to use the method when evaluating new building designs.
8651 Federal Regi~ter 29754 (Aug. 20, 1986). This  proposal became a find  hterb 11.de in 1988. A f~ mlemg cannot  ~ Promulgat~  ‘til

DOE conducts a demonstration of the final interim standards and reports the results to Congress. See 53 Federal Register 32536 (Aug. 25, 1988).
87 us+  Dep~ent  of Ener~,  Office of Building and Commmity Systems, Economic Analysis in support  ofInterim  Energy Conservah”on  Stan&rds

for New Federal Residenh”al Buildings, DOEKE-0223  (Washingto% DC: June 1988), vol. 4, pp. vi, 3.8.
8854 Federal  Regis[er 4538 (Jan. 30, 1989). See 10 Cm pm 435.
89 B< Reid Detchon, fi~cip~ Deputy Assis~t secretary,  office of Consemation  and Renewable Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, teStimOny

at hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Energy Regulation and Consematio@ Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Mar. 19, 1991, p.
2. As of December 1991, these standards had not been issued.

90 me Natloml  Housing Act, 12 U,S<C.  1702 au~o~es  tie s~re~ of Housing and Urban Development to prescribe standards for determining
the acceptability of dwellings for families and care-type facilities. The standards are to ‘‘establish the acceptability of. . properties for mortgage
insurance. . .’ 12 U.s.c. 17151(0.
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Table 4-2—Federal Energy Standards for New Buildings

Code Application Status

HUD Minimum Property Residential buildings receiving To be replaced with
Standards (1950s) Federal mortgages Council of American

Building Officials
‘Model Energy Code’
(1989 edition)

National All manufactured housing Active
Manufactured Housing
Construction and
Safety Standards (1974)

DOE Building Energy
Performance
Standards (1979)

DOE Mandatory
Performance
Standards for New
Federal Residential
Buildings (1989)

DOE Energy Mandatory for Federal commercial Active
Performance buildings. Voluntary for private
Standards for New sector commercial buildings.
Commercial Buildings (1990)

DOE voluntary Voluntary standards for nonfederal Under development;
guidelines for residential buildings issuance pending
nonfederal residential
buildings

All new construction Never implemented;
supplanted by performance
standards listed below

Federal residential construction Active
(95 percent is military housing)

ments. . ."91

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1992.

An interim rule has been drafted and is
awaiting approval by the Office of Management and
Budget (as of December 1991).

Manufactured Home Construction and Safety
Standards—The National Manufactured Housing
Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974
(Public Law 93-383) sought to reduce the number of
accidents in manufactured homes and assure their
quality and durability .92 The construction standard
that emerged from the act also contained provisions
for building shells and heating and cooling systems.
In 1990, Congress passed legislation directing HUD
to assess current Federal standards on manufactured
homes.93

Table 4-2 lists Federal standards bearing on
building energy efficiency.

Appliance Standards

National Appliance Energy Conservation Act—
This legislation was passed nearly 12 years after
Congress first became concerned about appliance
energy use (box 4-E). The statute and its amend-
ments establish minimum efficiency or maximum
energy use standards for appliances listed as covered
products under the Energy Policy and Conservation
Act (Public Law 94-163) as amended. The current
group of covered products is listed in table 4-3. The
NAECA standards apply to these covered products.

The NAECA established numerical standards for
most (7 of 13) of the appliance categories (e.g.,
refrigerators, room air-conditioners, central air-
conditioners, furnaces, and fluorescent lamp bal-
lasts); other covered products were given design
standards. As required by law, subsequent DOE
rulemakings have strengthened the energy requirements

9155 Feder~[ Register 46637 (NOv. 5, 1990).
9Z 42 U.S,C. 5wI-5425,

9J fiblic  ~w 101.625, ~W ,$&at, 44]4, ~ec,  943(d) ~recently prows~  ~en~en~  [0 ~ese s(~dards.  57 Federu/Register  6420 (Feb. 24, 1992).
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Box 4-E—A Brief History of the National Appliance Energy Conservation Act of 1987

In 1975, Congress passed the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA), requiring the Federal Energy
Administration (FEA), later succeeded by the Department of Energy (DOE), to develop voluntary appliance
efficiency targets. These targets were required to represent reductions in energy use of new appliances of at least
20 percent by 1980 compared to their known 1972 levels.

By the end of 1978, the new Federal DOE had been established, assuming the duties of the now defunct FEA,
and had been directed to develop mandatory appliance efficiency standards for 13 categories of new products under
the National Energy Conservation Policy Act (NECPA); the statute identified nine of these covered products as
priorities for standard setting. On January 2, 1979, DOE published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking for
the nine priority products.1 As required by NECPA, this required DOE to promulgate final standards by January
2, 1981.2

DOE proposed standards for 8 of the 13 covered products in June 1980.3 The following January, DOE notified
Congress that the new appliance standards were essentially complete.4 Later that month, however, the newly arrived
Reagan administration requested that Congress repeal the DOE appliance standards program on the grounds that
it represented inappropriate regulatory policy. The next month, after Congress had not acted on the administration
proposal, DOE announced that a new review of the economic analysis underlying the standards was necessary
before the Department could promulgate them.s In October, a citizen suit was brought against DOE to compel
promulgation of the standards, which by then were delinquent 10 months.6 The suit was settled in 1982, after DOE
published a notice of proposed rulemaking for eight of the nine priority covered products; the notice proposed that
“no standards” standards be adopted.7

Arguing that standards were neither economically justitified nor likely to result in significant energy savings,
DOE actually promulgated the proposed “no standards” standards through rulemakings for eight of the covered
products in late 1982 and 1983.8 This prompted the filing of a second citizen suit in late 1983 in the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. The suit challenged the “no standards” standards as contrary to law.
Agreeing with the petitioners, the Court voided the DOE rules in July 1985 as arbitrary and capricious
interpretations of the EPCA as amended and directed DOE to initiate a new rulemaking.9

144 Fe&r~l Register 49.
z $(A ~e ~~b~ ~ ~m=  ~lcieq s~~d for a type (or class)  Of COVcW7?d  prOdUCtS.  . .@ be pub~~.  . .~ ~ ‘vent ‘m *

2 years after publication of the advance notice.” Public Law 95-619,92 Stat. 3262, sec. 422.
345 FederaZRegister 43976 (June 30, 1980).
4 R, mm ~, L.R. s-, ~d M. Case, “Overview of Legal Issues Arising in the Development of Federal and State Ap@*e

Efficiency Standards,” Columh  Journal of Environmental Law, vol. 11, No. 2, 1986, p. 322.
5 Ibid., p. 322.
6 Na~al R~ources  Defense Council v. Edwara%, Civ. No. 80-2546 @D.C.).

747 F&feral Register 14424 (Apr. 2, 1982).
8 S= 47 Federal Re8ister 5’7198 (Dec. 22, 1982) and 48 Federal Register 39376 (Aug. BO, 1983).
gNa~ra[ResO~ceSDefeme  Council v. Herrington,  768 F.2d 1355 (D.C. CK.  1985).

mandated by NAECA. The covered products and is often a large difference between the energy use or
their corresponding energy use, efficiency level, or efficiency of appliances meeting the NAECA stand-
design requirements under NAECA are listed in ards and the same for the best models that are listed
table 4-4. as commercially available. However, these products

As there are multiple NAECA standards for most are not always comparable. For example, the criteria
of the product categories, table 4-4 lists for simplic- used to determine what constitutes commercial
ity only one standard based on a generally represen- ava.ilability  can vary considerably; some commer-
tative size and design. 94 & table  4-4 indicates, there cially available products may be more expensive,

94 F~~ ~.mple, there  we seven sep~ate NAECA n~ericd s~&& for refrigerator-ffwze~,  b~d  on varying sizes ~d designs (e.g., with or

without through-the-door ice service), but the standard shown in table 4-4 applies to units having designs that account for approximately 73 percent of
new refrigerator and refrigerator-freezer sales. See 54 Federal Register 47935 (Nov. 17, 1989).
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During the 1970s and 1980s, California and a few other States had established their own appliance efficiency
standards. The emerging mix of State standards, in fact, motivated the appliance manufacturing industry to seek
uniform national standards. As a result, the major appliance manufacturer organizations began negotiations in early
1986 with the Natural Resources Defense Council to develop national standards. An agreement was reached in July
1986, which was subsequently written as proposed legislation and was based on previously enacted State standards.
This legislation was introduced in August 1986 in both Houses of Congress (H.R. 5465, S. 2781). After waiting
nearly 7 years for standards, Congress passed H.R. 5465 on October 15, 1986. Unlike previous legislation, H.R.
5465 proposed actual minimum standards to be established by statute for the EPCA covered products. However,
President Ronald Reagan pocket-vetoed the measure on November 1, 1986 on the argument that appliance
efficiency standards were not consonant with the administration’s policy of minimal Federal regulatory involvement
in the marketplace.l0

The next year, however, Congress passed an essentially identical bill (S. 83, or the National Appliance Energy
Conservation Act) on March 3, and President Reagan signed it on March 17,1987. Amendments to NAECA, passed
in 1988 (Public Law 100-357), added fluorescent lamp ballasts to the list of EPCA covered products and established
minimum efficiency levels for them. As discussed in the text, DOE has already upgraded many of these standards,
as required by law.

10 me Offlcid  MernOradw of J)isapprwal  maintained that” [t]he  bill intrudes undtiy  on the fiec market, limits the ftiorn  Of choi~
available to consumers who would be denied the oppotity  to purchase lower-cost appliances, and com.itutes  a substantial intrusion into
traditional state responsibilities and prerogatives.” Senate Report No. 100-6, Jan. 30, 1987, p. 4. See U.S. Code Congressional and
Administrative News, IOOth Congress-First Sessiom 1987, vol. 2, p. 55.

may serve only niche markets, or may not provide Table 4-3—Covered Products Under the Energy.
identical or comparable services as their more Policy and Conservation Act, as Amended

widely sold counterparts. The intended point of the
table is that there is often a large efficiency gap
between the average product sold and the best
commercially available one. Chapter 5 offers op-
tions to encourage greater use of cost-effective
energy efficient appliances.

Energy savings—Researchers at the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) examined the effect of
the NAECA appliance standards before DOE began
updating the original statutory targets. The study
determined that NAECA would yield a total esti-
mated electricity savings of 822 terawatthours
(TWh), or roughly 2.8 quadrillion Btus (quad) of
end-use energy, for appliances purchased between
1990 and 2015. This energy savings translates to net
dollar savings estimated at $24.5 billion.95

A major strength of the LBL study was that it
measured the energy and economic impacts sepa-
rately by each DOE region, finding that net social
benefits of NAECA will be positive for all regions.96

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Refrigerators, refrigerator-freezers, freezers
Room air conditioners
Central air conditioners (CACs) and CAC heat pumps
Water heaters
Furnaces
Dishwashers
Clothes washers
Clothes dryers
Direct heating equipment
Kitchen ranges and ovens
Pool heaters
Television sets
Fluorescent lamp ballasts

SOURCE: 42 U,S.C.  6292(a). Under certain conditions, EPCA authorizes
the Secretary of Energy to add  appliances to the list of covered
products. 42 U.S.C.  6292(b).

The study estimated that national electricity savings
will be 2.5 percent, while the savings for all fuels
will be less, about 0.8 percent.97

The effective dates for the NAECA standards are
1988, 1990, 1992, and 1993, depending on the
appliance. DOE is required to review (and update

9S Exprcss~  as 1gf.3’7  dollm  ~d based  on ~ S_ Percent ~~] discount  r~te ~s fi~e represen~ the s~ of elec~ici~  savings ($30.7 billion) ~d fuel
savings ($8.2 billion) less incremental appliance costs ($14.5 billion). The LBL researchers estimated the lifetime energy savings of NAECA appliances
purchased between 1990 and 2015, These estimates, therefore, include energy savings beyond 2015. J.H. Eto, J.E. McMahou  J.G. Koomey, P.T. C-
and M.D. Levine, The Regional Energy  and Economic Impacts of The National Appliance Energy Conservation Act of 1987, LBL-25471 (Berkeley,
CA: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, June 1988), pp. 11, 13.

‘c Ibid., p. 19.

97 Ibid., p. 11.
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Table 4-4-National Appliance Energy Standards and Efficiencies

Covered product NAECA standard Average shipped Best available

Refrigerator-freezers a. . . . . . .

Freezers b. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Room air conditionersc. . . . . . .

Heat Pumpsd. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Water heaterse:
Electric. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Natural gas. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Furnaces f. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dishwashers. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Clothes washersh. . . . . . . . . . .

Clothes dryersl. . . . . . . . . . . .

Direct heating equipment. . . . .

Kitchen ranges and ovens. . . .

Pool heaters. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Television sets. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fluorescent lamp ballasts. . . .

960 kWh/yr(l 990)
688 kWh/yr (1 993)

706 kWh/yr (1 990)
533 kWh/yr (1 993)

9.0 EER (1990)

10.0 SEER (1992)
6.8 HSPF (1 992)

88.4% EF (1990)
52.50/’ EF (1990)

78.00/’ AFUE (1 992)

Shall have option to dry without heat (1988)
Energy factor 0.46 (1994)

Shall have option to rinse without heat (1 988)
Energy factor 1.18 (1994)

Gas operating machines shall not be
equipped with constant burning pilots (1988)

Energy factor 3.01 (1994)

See 42 U.S.C. 6295(e)(3)

Gas operating machines having an electrical supply cord
shall not be equipped with constant burning pilots (1990)

Thermal efficiency of at least 78%(1 990)

Reserved by NAECA; DOE may
prescribe rule no sooner than 1992J

See 42 U.S.C. 6295(g)(5)-(6).

884 kWh/yr (1 990)

679 kWh/yr (1 990)

8.7 EER (1990)

9.1 SEER (1988)
6.9 HSPF (1988)

—

750/0 AFUE (1988)

Energy factor 0.37 (1990)

Energy factor 0.99 (1990)

N/A

N/A

N/A

—
N/A

—

840 kWh/yr (1 989)

585 KWh/yr (1 989)

12.0 EER (1990)

16.4 SEER (1 989)
9.2 HSPF (1989)

98.0% EF (1 990)
74.0% EF (1990)

97.30/0 AFUE (1989)

.

—

N/A

N/A

N/A

—

N/A

—
aNAECA refrigerator-freezer standards shown here are for automatic defrost units with top-mounted freezers, no through-thedoor ice, and with adjusted

volumes of 20.8 cubic feet. Data for 1990 average shipped products from Robert M. Gants, Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers, written
communication to OTA, Oct. 18, 1991. Data for 1989 best available products refer to automatic defrost units with top-mounted freezers having unadjusted
volumes of 18.0 cubic feet. See American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, The Most Energy-Efficient Appliances -1989-90 Edition (Washington,
DC: 1989), p. 5.

bNAECA freezer standards shown here apply to upright, manual defrost units with an adjusted volume of 26.1 cubic feet. Data for 1890 average shipped
products from Robert M. Gants, Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers, written communication to OTA, Oct. 18,1991. Data for 1989 best available
product refers to an upright, manual defrost unit with an unadjusted volume of 15.8 cubic feet. See American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, The
Most Energy-Efficient Appliances -1989-90 Edition (Washington, DC: 1989), p. 8. Note: Using DOE methods for adjusting freezer volumes, this best available
unit has an adjusted volume of 27.3 cubic feet. See 10 CFR Part 430, Subpart B, Appendices Al and B1.

c
NAECA room air conditioner standard shown here applies to units without reversecycle, with Iouverd sides, and with capacities ranging from 8,000 to 13,999
Btus. Data for 1990 average shipped products from Robert M. Gants, Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers, written communication to OTA, Oct.
18, 1991. Data for 1990 best available product from Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers, 1991 Directory of Certified Room Air Conditioners, Edition
No. 1 (Chicago, IL: October 1990).

dNAECA heat pump standards shown here apply to split (rather than single package) systems. The NAECA SEER standards appiy to central air conditioning
systems as well. Data for average shipped from “Integrated Heat Pump System,” EPRIJournal, vol. 15, No. 2, March 1990, p. 41. Data for best available
from American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, The Most Energy Efficient New Appliances -1989-90 Edition (Washington, DC: 1989), p. 18.

eNAECA water heater standards are adjusted in inverse proportion to heater volume; i.e., the standards are eased with increasing size. The standards shown
here apply to 50 gallon units. Data for best available from Gas Appliance Manufacturer’s Association, Consumer’s Directory of Certified Efficiency Ratings
(Arlington, VA: October 1989), pp. 134, 163.

fData for average shipped and best available gas furnaces from American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, The Most Energy Efficierrt New Appliances
1989-90 Edition (Washington, DC: 1989), pp. 21-22.

gEnergy factor refers to cycles per kWh. Standard shown here refers to standard size dishwashers (exterior width of 22 inches or greater), 1994 standard for
compact dishwashers (exterior width less than 22 inches) is energy factor 0,62. See 56 federal Register 22279. By DOE estimates, this standard level will
correspond to an average annual energy consumption of 498 kWh for new dishwashers. See U.S. Department of Energy, Technical Support Document:
Energy Conservation Standards for Consumer Products: Dishwashers, Clothes Washers, and Clothes Dryers, DOE/CE-0299P (Washington, DC: December
1990), p. 5-2.

hEnergy factor refers to Cubic feet per kilowatts per year, Standard shown here applies to top loading standard models (capacities of 1.6 cubic feet or greater).
Revised NAECA standard for top loading compact units (capacities less than 1.6 cubic feet) is an energy factor of 0.90. See 56 Federal Register 22279. The
1988 standard for top loading semiautomatic, front-loading, and suds-saving clothes washers were unchanged by this rulemaking.

iEnergy factor refers to pounds per kilowatts, Standard shown here refers to standard size (capacities of 4.4 cubic feet or greater) electric clothes dryers. There
are three additional standards for clothes dryers (two for compact electric units and one for natural gas units). See 56 Federal Register 22279. Average and
best available energy factors for clothes dryers are not readily available, because the FTC exempts these appliances from its energy labeling program. See
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Codes and Standards, Technical Support Document: Energy Conservation Standards for Consumer Products:

Dishwashers, Clofhes Washers, and Clofhes Dryers, DOE/CE-0299P (Washington, DC: December 1990), p. 4-5.
jSee 42 U.S.C. 6295(i)(3).

KEY: kWh/yr - kilowatthours per year; EER - energy efficiency ratio; SEER - seasonal energy efficiency ratio; HSPF - heating seasonal performance factor;
EF = efficiency factor; AFUE - annual fuel use (or utilization) efficiency; N/A = not readily available. Appliance energy information for these products is
not readily available, because FTC rules exempt these appliances from Federal labeling requirements.

NOTE: The figures for average sold and best available products are preliminary and are subject to change.
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where necessary) all of these standards within 3 to 10
years, depending on the appliance. New or amended
standards are required to achieve the maximum
improvement in energy efficiency (or the maximum
reduction in energy use) that is both technologically
feasible and economically justified.98 In no case may
DOE revisions to NAECA standards allow a de-
crease in the efficiency, nor an increase in the energy
use, of covered products. Table 4-5 lists DOE
statutory deadlines for revising NAECA standards,

As table 4-5 indicates, DOE has issued two final
rulemakings that update the original NAECA statu-
tory standards: refrigerators, refrigerator-freezers,
freezers, and small gas furnaces (November 1989)
and dishwashers, clothes washers, and clothes dryers
(May 1991). LBL researchers have estimated that
the two revised rulemakings will generate additional
savings (beyond the original, unrevised standards)
of about 7.5 quads primary energy for appliances
purchased from 1993 through 2015. These savings
are worth an estimated net present value of about
$11.4 billion.99

Information Programs

Appliance Labels

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Public
Law 94-163; EPCA), as amended, requires the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC, or the Commis-
sion) to develop and promulgate appliance energy
labels for 13 covered products, *m The FTC is
directed to label only those covered products for

which DOE has prescribed test procedures that
measure either the efficiency or energy use of a
given appliance. An underlying principle of this
program is that lack of information about compara-
tive product efficiencies and operating costs pre-
vents consumers from identifying and purchasing
more efficient appliances. As a result, EPCA re-
quires appliance labels to list estimated annual
operating costs for each product, as well as the range
of operating costs for other commercially available
products in the same appliance class. The estimates
of annual operating costs are provided in the belief
that consumers can make more informed appliance
purchase decisions when they possess reliable infor-
mation about comparative product efficiencies.l0l

The Commission promulgated the first labeling
rule in November 1979, establishing label formats
for 7 of the 13 covered products: refrigerators and
refrigerator-freezers, freezers, dishwashers, water
heaters, clothes washers, room air conditioners, and
furnaces, l02 The remaining covered products were

exempted, because the Commission determined that
labeling them would not be economically feasible,
would not assist consumers in making purchase
decisions, or both. In many cases, the estimated
added costs of product labeling resulted in a labeling
exemption on economic grounds.103

The Commission’s decision to exempt the five
covered products from labeling were based on DOE
estimates of energy use and appliance industry
analyses of labeling costs. In most cases, the FTC
appliance labeling exemptions appear to have been

9842 U.S.C. 6295(l)(2)(A).
99 Expre~~~  as 1987  dollars using a real discount rate of 7 percent. (~eses urnmary  figures include savings from small gas furnaces purchased from

1992 through 2015.) Estimated savings for the November 1989 rulemaking  are given in U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Consemation and
Renewable Energy, Building Equipment Division, Technical Support Document: Energy Conservation Standards for Consumer Products: R#rigerators
and Furnaces, DOE/CE-0277 (’Washington DC: November 1989), pp. 5-7 to 5-15. Estimated savings for the May 1991 rulemaking  are given in U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Consewation and Renewable Energy, Office of Codes and Standards, Technical Support Document: Energy
Consenation  Srandardsfor  Consumer Products: Dishwashers, CZofhes Washers, and Clothes Dryers, DOE/CE-0299P  (Washington, DC: December
1990), pp. 5-3 to 5-14.

100 As orig~lly  ~a~sed, E~A covered products were the fo~o~g: 1) refrigerators and refigemtor-freezers,  2) freezers, 3) dishwashers, 4) CIO~eS
dryers, 5) water beaters, 6) room air conditioners, 7) home heating equipment (not including furnaces), 8) television sets, 9) kitchen ranges and ovens,
10) clothes washers, 11) humidifiers and dehumidifiers, 12) central air conditioners, 13) furnaces, and 14) any other type of consumer product defined
by the Administrator of the Federal Energy Agency as covered. These duties were assumed by the Secretary of Energy when that Department formed
in 1977, In addition, the Natioml  Appliance Energy Conservation Act of 1987 (Public Law 100  12; NAECA) and its 1988 amendments (public  Law
100-3S7) added pool heaters and fluorescent lamp ballasts to this list (42 U.S.C. 6292). These statutes also extended the labeling requirements to the
IWO new covered products (42 U.S.C. 6294). For a complete list of current EPCA covered products see the discussion in this chapter on appliance
efficiency standards and table 4-3.

101 R.F. Dyer, ‘‘A Longitudinal Analysis of the Impact of the Appliance Energy Labeling Program--Final Report, ’ November 1986, prepared for
the Federal Trade Commission, Office of Lrnpact  Evaluation, p, 2.

102 The decl~lon  t. la~l heat Preps and central  air conditioners was poslponed, bCcause  DOE had not completed ‘est Procedmes  ‘or ‘ese  ‘0

products. Label requirements for these covered products were promulgated in a Iatcr  rulemaking.  See 52 Federal Register 46888 (Dec. 10, 1987).
103 ~c appliances Cxempted  from la~llng  were ~]othes  dvers, home  heatir)g  equipment other  man f~ces, television sets, kitchen ranges ad ovens,

and humidifiers and dehumidifiers. 44 Federal Register 66466 (Nov. 19, 1979).
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Table 4-5—DOE Schedule for Revising the
NAECA Standards

Covered product Final rule date

Round I

Refrigerators, refrigerator-freezers,
freezers, and small gas furnaces . . . . . .

Dishwashers, clothes washers,
and clothes dryers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Room air conditioners, water heaters,
pool heaters, direct heating equipment,
fluorescent lamp ballasts, furnaces,
clothes washers,c television sets,
and kitchen ranges and ovens . . . . . . . .

Central air conditioners and central air
conditioning heat pumps . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Round II

Furnaces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Refrigerators, clothes dryers, and
dishwashers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Kitchen ranges and ovens, and
room air conditioners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Water heaters, pool heaters, and
direct heating equipment , , . . . . . . . . . . .

Central air conditioners and central
air conditioning heat pumps . . . . . . . . . .

Round Ill

Furnaces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

November 17, 1989a

May 14, 1991b

January 1, 1992

January 1, 1994

January 1, 1994

January 1, 1995

January 1, 1997

January 1, 2000

January 1, 2001

(Name of Corporation)
Refrigerator- Freezer Model(s) AH503 AH504 AH507
Capacity 23 Cubic Feet Type of Defrost Full Automatic

Estimates on the sccale are based

J

or I r m d,,l .7 lb 2: 5 to ?4 4
o n  d nd!~oncjl  averaqe  elect,,  c [ ,,t ft>~  t <r,. .m[  Ir,14

r a t e  of  4 9’c  oer  k  low Jlt  hour r] thi. ,[ d<,

Model with
l owes t

energy cost $91 c$;
THIS ~ MODEL

Your cost will vary depending on your local energy rate and how
you use the product. , ,

How much will this model cost you to run yearly?

I  Yearly cost

Cost per 2C < ;,
kilowatt
hour 4C >

6C 510 I

8C s 1 1(,

1 0c s 1 %,’

Ask your salesperson or local utility for the energy rate (cost per kilo
watt hour) In your area

1, ,

January 1, 2007
a54 Federal Register 47916. See 10 CFR Part 430. This revised rule was
due July 1, 1989.42 U.S.C. 6295.

b56 Federal Register 22250. See 10 CFR Part 430. This revised rule was
due January 1, 1990.42 U.S.C. 6295.

C
DOE is reevaluating the NAECA standards for clothes washers so soon
after revising the original standard, because horizontal axis technology
was not considered in the May 1991 rulemaking from lack of public interest
during the comment period. Because they require considerably less water
than conventional vertical axis machines, horizontal axis products, which
are common in Europe, consume far less energy.

SOURCE: Adapted from U.S. Department of Energy testimony in hearings
before the House Subcommittee on the Department of the
Interior and Related Agencies, Committee on Appropriations,
Apr. 30, 1991. See Department of the Interior and Related
Agencies Appropriations for 1992 (Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1991), part 11, p. 1438.

well considered. For example, the Commission
found that all humidifiers operate at the maximum
possible efficiency (exceeding 95 percent) and their
operating costs are all basically equal, the difference
between the lowest and highest energy users amount-
ing to less than $1 per year. As a result, the
Commission reasoned that the additional costs of
labeling humidifiers were not warranted and that

Photo credit: Federal Trade Commission

The Federal Trade Commission requires many new
appliances to display labels that indicate the units’

expected energy use or efficiency.

such labeling would not assist consumers in making
their purchase decisions. And television sets and
some kitchen ranges and ovens were exempted,
because their annual operating costs were extremely
low, suggesting again that labels would not assist
consumers in making their purchase decisions.l04

However, the FTC exempted clothes dryers and
heating equipment other than furnaces based on
narrow ranges of appliance efficiencies and operat-
ing costs that existed in 1979. The rulemaking failed
to evaluate (or at least indicate) opportunities for
future improvements in either efficiency or operat-
ing costs. Electric clothes dryers, for example,
showed a narrow range of operating costs in 1979
($39 to $45 per year), but these total costs were not
small. For some products, therefore, the FTC criteria

IW # Federal Register 66468-66469 (Nov.  19, 1979).
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for determining the merits of labeling may be
inadequate, because they fail to assess potential
product improvements. And energy labels may spur
improvement by encouraging manufacturers to in-
crease product efficiencies, lower operating costs, or
both when technical opportunities exist. Of course,
the degree of that potential must be evaluated in
relation to the costs of labeling.

The Commission has performed one evaluation of
appliance label effectiveness in the 1 l-year history
of the program. Completed in 1986, the study
determined that roughly one-third of clothes washer
buyers and nearly half of refrigerator buyers who
were aware of the labels claimed that the information
affected their purchase decisions. 105 In addition, the
evaluation suggested that appliance labels served an
increasingly important role in purchase decisions as
the program progressed. The portion of consumers
noting energy efficiency as an important attribute for
refrigerators, for example, increased during the
study period from nearly 12 percent in 1979 to about
21 percent in 1983. Questions about important
appliance attributes were unaided and preceded any
mention of energy use in the questionnaire. The
actual role of the FTC labels in that change of
consumer preference, however, was not assessed.l06

Aside from this early and limited evaluation, the
Commission has not performed any formal assess-
ments of appliance energy labeling, even though
new appliance efficiencies and operating costs have
changed in the 12 years since the original rulemak-
ing. At present, the Commission has no plans to
conduct another labeling evaluation. Current efforts
are focused on the completion of a rulemaking
process begun in 1988, Dubbed the “cleanup
rulemaking," because it will refine current labels,
the Commission is considering several policy ques-
tions for this effort, such as whether the new
NAECA standards will raise product efficiencies
enough to render labels relatively unimportant.
Also, the Commission is considering whether the

required labels could be limited to display models—
rather than every salable appliance-as a way to
save costs,107

After 12 years, U.S. experience with appliance
labeling is fairly extensive, but the value and impact
of that experience remain poorly understood, pri-
marily from a lack of regular program evaluation.
The FTC appliance labeling program, however,
reveals several interesting points for Congress to
consider.

. Although consumers may consider energy
information when making their appliance
purchases, the actual value to consumers of
the current FTC labels remains unclear.
Regular evaluations covering more products
would provide data on the merits of the
appliance labels, whether and how to im-
prove them, and the potential effects of
limiting labels to display models. More regu-
lar evaluations would suggest whether consum-
ers use the information on current labels and the
kind of information that would best assist their
appliance purchase decisions. Furthermore, if
the FTC performs additional labeling evalua-
tions, it should reassess the products currently
exempted from the program.

The 1986 FTC evaluation confirmed that consum-
ers use the information on appliance labels but did
not determine if the labels could be improved. Also,
program costs might decrease if labels were limited
to display models, but consumers may be less likely
to notice the labels as well. In fact, stores do not
always display all of their appliance models. As a
result, potential cost savings would have to be
considered in relation to the primary program goal of
providing information meant to assist consumer
purchase decisions.

. Providing information about life-cycle costs
might improve the value of current appli-
ance energy labels, but determining such

IOS R.F. Dyer, ‘‘A Longitudinal Analysis of the Impact of the Appliance Energy Labeling Progr am-Final Repo%’  November 1986, prepared for
the Federal Trade Commission, Office of Impact Evaluatio~ p. 7. However, the telephone questio nnaire used in the surveys quizzed consumers about
energy prior to the question about purchase  decisions, suggesting that respondents may have been inadvertently cued (’‘aided”) for the question about
purchase decisions.

106 Ibid,, ~. s, In  no~~ terns, us residential  elec~ici~ pfices rose  a~ost 55 per~nt iII tic smdy  period (1979-83). This ~Se  WaS CX@dd tO

a real price increase of 17 percent (1982 dollars). See U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Adrninistratio&  Annual Energy Review 1989,
DOE/ELA-0384(89)  (Washington, DC: May 1990), p. 217. Thus, rising prices may have been far more important than labels in motivating consumers
to consider appliance efficiencies in their purchase decisions, but the FTC labels at least allowed consumers to make informed decisions about energy
use if they were so interested.

10T  James  Mills, Attorney,  Division of Enforcement, ITC,  personal communicatiorL  Mar. 25, 1991. The notice for the proposed ‘cle~up  mlemtig”
is at 53 Federal Register 22106 (June 13, 1988).
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costs may be difficult. Life-cycle costs are the
sum of purchase and operating costs discounted
over the life of a product. At present, this
information is not included on appliance en-
ergy labels, but it could influence consumer
purchase decisions and drive the market to
produce more efficient goods. Life-cycle cost
information would impart more complete infor-
mation about comparative appliance costs, but
making allowances for retail price shifts and
determining appropriate discount rates could
complicate such an effort.
Where labeling is not economically feasible
or is not likely to assist consumers in making
purchase decisions, other policy actions to
improve energy efficiency, such as standards
or incentives, may be more appropriate. For
example, FTC furnace labels convey only
information on how to use them efficiently;
they are not designed for purchasers, because
many furnace purchasers (builders, landlords)
are generally not their users, effectively exclud-
ing users from purchasing decisions. As a
result, standards or incentives may override
critical market barriers to efficiency that exist
when appliance purchasers are not users.

In addition, FTC appliance labels may increase
the probability that consumers will be informed
about comparative product efficiencies in their
purchase decisions, but such information is not
necessarily a critical determinant in those decisions.
Concerns about first cost, reliability, warranty cov-
erage, color and design, and special features (e.g.,
refrigerators offering through-the-door ice) may be
more important to the majority of consumers. As a
result, labels can be expected to inform consumers
interested in appliance efficiency but not necessarily
to inspire that interest.108

. The likelihood that the National Appliance
Energy Conservation Act will compress the

●

range of comparative efficiencies in new
appliances suggests a need to reassess the
value of the FTC labels as an information
tool. The NAECA, passed in 1987, sets energy
standards for new appliances. If this statute has
the effect of compressing the efficiencies of
new appliances, the costs and benefits of the
FTC labels need to be reevaluated. The contin-
ued use of appliance energy labels could exert
a market pressure that might spur appliance
efficiency improvements even greater than will
be realized under NAECA; alternatively, their
continued use could represent an unwarranted
administrative cost in a market that may
become relatively uniform in terms of effi-
ciency. l09

The information on the FTC labels is often
used by utilities to determine rebates in their
appliance efficiency programs. Utility pro-
grams offering rebates for the purchase of
efficient appliances are becoming increasingly
comnon , ll0 and the FTC labels provide an
accepted benchmark by which U.S. utilities can
determin e and advertise the efficiency of indi-
vidual products.

Through regular evaluation and possible improve-
ments or expansions, the FTC appliance labeling
program could better fulfill the original rationale for
its creation: to help consumers make more informed
purchase decisions regarding appliance energy effi-
ciency. The costs of such changes as well as their
likely effects on consumer purchase decisions,
however, need to be assessed before final determina-
tions of their desirability can be made, especially
given the new NAECA standards.

Building Energy Audits

There have been two major Federal programs
designed to provide building owners and occupants
with building-specific information about energy use

108 Omer  Poliq approache+such  as rebates, higher energy prices, or standards-maybe better tools to achieve efficiency, but they introduce tkk
own costs as well. The tradeoffs (including estimations of cost-benefits) of using any policy tool need to be understood, but information programs
generally exert effects, especially in relation to energy efficiency, that are dit%cult  to measure.

109 J7xperience  wi~  applimce  stand~ds ~ California prior to the development of Federal stand~ds SuggeStS tit such pro~ams  o~y  temPo~Y
compress the range of new product efficiencies. As noted by a staff member of the California Energy Commission, “data taken from manufacturer’s
[sic] directories before and after the adoption of [the California] standards indicate that the range of efficiencies available narrows only slightly in the
frost year and expands to its pre standards range in the course of 2 to 3 years, ” See M. Messenger, ‘‘An Overview of California’s Appliance Efficiency
Programs, ” Proceedings From the ACEEE 1986 Summer Study on Energy Eflciency  in Buildings (Washington DC: American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy, August 1986), vol. 6, p. 6.52.

110 For example,  a smey of utility demand-side management efforts identified 91 appliance efficiency programs offered by 75 electric utilities and
determined that rebates were the most common incentive used to promote these programs. See Battelle, 1988 Survey of Residential-Sector Demund-Side
Management Programs, EPRI CU-6546 (Palo Alto, CA: Electric Power Research Institute, October 1989), pp. 4-1,4-10.
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and potential savings through utility-sponsored au-
dits. Neither exists today, because participating
utilities lacked sufficient incentives to conduct the
programs, State regulatory efforts have encouraged
many utilities to develop their own conservation
programs, and the administrative requirements for
conducting the Federal programs were often oner-
ous.

The two programs were the Residential Conserva-
tion Service (RCS), which expired in 1989, and the
Commercial and Apartment Conservation Service
(CACS), which was repealed in 1986. Though both
of these programs have been terminated, at least one
(RCS) offers clues about some of the key barriers
and implementation problems confronted by Federal
programs aimed at reducing energy use in buildings.
In particular, national experience with the Resi-
dential Conservation Service illustrates that utili-
ties can play a vita] role in implementing building
energy conservation programs, especially when
they are given adequate incentives for participa-
t ion.

In addition, the RCS experience suggests the need
to incorporate flexibility in the administration of
national programs to allow States and utilities to
tailor their programs according to their regional
circumstances. Lessons from the RCS could assist
Congress and Federal agencies working on similar
demand management programs today, such as the
DOE Weatherization Assistance program (discussed
earlier).

Residential Conservation Service—The RCS
was created with the expectation that residential
consumers would invest in energy saving retrofits if
they were given adequate information on how to
reduce energy use in their homes. As with appliance
labels, there was a general belief that lack of
information was the decisive barrier preventing
investments in residential energy efficiency. The
expectation, however, proved optimistic, failing to
recognize that other important barriers prevent

investments in energy conservation, even when
consumers are aware of the potential value of such
investments. And even after retrofits have been
completed, changes in occupant behavior (’ ‘rebound
effect’ or poor quality materials or workmanship
can diminish actual savings. As designed, the
Federal RCS program did not address either the
availability and costs of financing conservation
retrofits nor the varying regional availability of
conservation supply and installation services. In
addition, and perhaps most importantly, the program
did not address the strong disincentives investor-
owned, profit-driven utilities confront in attempting
to encourage conservation, an activity that can lower
their revenues when successful.

The focus of the RCS program was the ‘Class A’
audit, which involved an on-site inspection by a
trained professional, typically assisted by computer
analysis, to determine potential energy savings.
Required by the National Energy Conservation
Policy Act (Public Law 95-619; NECPA), the
on-site audits represented the major cost of the RCS
program. Each audit typically lasted several hours
and cost an estimated $130 in 1983. Although DOE
rule changes relaxed some program requirements,
the national average audit cost was only $30 lower
6 years later (table 4-6).111

Utility audit offers were typically conveyed by
mail. During the program, the nearly 74 million
eligible RCS customers received more than 296
million audit offers; in other words, an average of
four audit offers each during the IO-year operation of
the program (1980-89). On a yearly basis, the ratio
of audits requested to those offered was low, ranging
from 1,9 to 4.3 percent (figure 4-5). By the end of the
program in 1989, 11 percent of the eligible popula-
tion had participated in the program.112 This was at
the low end of the initial DOE participation goal of
7.5 to 35 percent expected by 1985.113 The cumula-
tive national participation rate, however, was actu-
ally above the level (4 to 7 percent) at which DOE
estimated the program would be cost-effective. l14

111 FIWe. here  UC ~xpleSSed  in 1984 doll~s,  See ~ble ~6. ~c DOE mle  c~ges allow~  at least  one s~te (California)  to cut its average audit tkle
in half, which reduced its program costs by one-third. See J.A. Walker, T.N. Rauh, and K. Griffin, ‘‘A Review of the Residential Conservation Service
program, ” Annual Re]liew of Energy 1985 (Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1985), vol. 10, pp. 302-303.

1 IZ u s Dep~e~[  of Energy, Office Ofstate and ~caI  Assistance programs, Sumry  and Highlight ofRCSAnnual  Repo~s:  1982 ‘o 1989! ‘@l

. .
1990, p. 6. Note:  The DOE RCS participation figures may not be adjusted for multiple audit requests from single households, suggesting that there may
be some double counting of audit requests.

11 ~ us, Consess,  General Accounting OffIce, Federal  Home  Energy  Aud;t Program Has Not Achieved Expectan’ens, GAO/RCED-87-38

(Gaithersburg,  MD: December 1986), p. 3,
11447 Federal  Register 27771 (June 25, 1982).
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Table 4-6-Residential Conservation Service: Average Program
Expenditures Per Audit 1983-89 in Constant 1984 Dollars

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Utilities . . . . . . . . . . 128.00 129.00 100.00 110.00 115.00 92.00 99.00

States . . . . . . . . . . . 1.76 1.56 1.21 2.50 2.36 1.63 1.25

Federal (DOE) ... , 0.69 2.19 0.56 0.43 0.13 0.15 0.20

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . 130.45 132.75 101.77 112.93 117.49 93.78 100.45

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Energy, Office of State and Local Assistance Programs, Summary and Highlights of
RCS  Annual Reports: 1982 to 1989, April 1990, p.1 O.

The cost-effectiveness of the early RCS program
appears to have been marginal. A 1984 program
evaluation concluded that participants performed
less cost-effective retrofits than nonparticipants; the
evaluation suggested that actual savings were lower
than estimated savings due to previous retrofits,
imperfect engineering estimates, and customer re-
bound effects.ll5 A subsequent evaluation suggested
that program cost-effectiveness improved in later
years, where measured benefit-cost ratios for RCS
participants ranged from 0.9 to 2.1. (Benefit-cost
ratios greater than 1 indicate that benefits exceed
Costs.)116

It is important to note that NECPA did not require
utilities to conduct a cost-effective RCS audit
program-perhaps because utilities were intended
to pay for the bulk of program costs, and it was
assumed they would minimize these costs. More-
over, by stressing primarily the on-site audits rather
than follow-up retrofits, NECPA created a program
far too narrow in scope. The RCS would likely have
enjoyed better success if utilities were directed or
encouraged to conduct cost-effective programs, if
the performance of conservation retrofits subsequent
to audits had been stressed more strongly, and if
program administrators had monitored whether the
retrofits suggested by the auditors as most economi-
cal were those actually installed by consumers.

Although the ultimate cost-effectiveness of RCS
is uncertain, the program created an important
precedent for many State and utility residential
conservation efforts by providing experience in
program implementation, suggesting the value of
providing incentives for consumer participation, and
highlighting the need to develop better tools for
determining the effectiveness of residential conser-
vation programs. Today, State and utility conserva-
tion programs typically encourage household energy
audits and retrofits, suggesting that the lessons from
this defunct national program have current value for
the Federal Government as well. In particular, if
Congress decides in the future to mandate a national
audit program similar to the RCS--or if it wishes
merely to assist related Federal, State, or utility
programs-it would be well served to consider the
factors behind low RCS participation rates and how
to correct them to ensure more cost-effective energy
savings in conservation programs.

● Consumers and utilities lacked sufficient
incentives to participate in the program.
Although many consumers were aware of the
RCS, providing financial incentives for them to
participate would almost certainly have im-
proved program success.117 One of the major
barriers to conservation investments is high
first cost (i.e., purchase cost), even when such
investments pay back relatively quickly. Not

115 M.L. Frankel  and J.A. Duberg, “Energy Audits as an Investment: The Residential Conservation Service Program Analyzed,’ Public Utilities
Fortnight/y, Apr. 12, 1984, pp. 21-22. In this context, a ‘‘rebound effect’ refers to changes in consumer behavior that diminish the savings expected
from a conservation retrofit.

116 us. Dep~entof  Energy, Up&te  of the E~al~ation  of the Residential conse~afion  Service program, DOE/CS/1w7—T1 ~aShill@Ol&  DC:

September 1986), vol. I, p. ES-2. This range of estimated benefit-cost ratios was based on evaluations of eight utility programs from several regions and
was calculated assuming a 5-percent discount rate, Many analyses of RCS program cost-effectiveness are unreliable, because they are based on
inconsistent State or household reports that used varying methods of calculating RCS energy savings, but the 1986 DOE study is an exception. That
analysis considered only programs that provided actual residential fuel use dat&--not  household or other estimates of energy saving~which made it
far more reliable.

117 As dlscuss~  ewher,  Feder~ ~come  t= ~edi~  were  av~lable for residenti~ consemation  investments made in tax years 1978 tO 1985 but were
probably too small and not advertised well enough to have much effect on consumer behavior. In fact, as discussed earlier, a DOE survey found that
most households conducting retrofits in 1983 neglected to claim any of the tax credits.
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Figure 4-5—Residential Conservation Service Audit
Offers and Requests, 1983-89
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SOURCE: U.S. Department of Energy, Office of State and Local Assist-
ance Programs, Summary and Highlights of RCS Annual
Reports.’ 1982 to 1989, April 1990, p. 6.

surprisingly, States offering special consumer
incentives—such as no- or low-cost loans for
retrofits--consistently showed higher partici-
pation rates in the RCS program. For example,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut
offered consumers financial or other incentives,
and their participation rates were among the
highest in the Nation—between 16 and 20
percent, well above the national total of 11
percent. Moreover, the 10 utilities with the
highest participation rates all offered financial
or other incentives for participation. These 10
utilities experienced participation rates ranging
from 17 to 53 percent, roughly one-and-a-half
to almost five times the national average.118

Utilities generally lacked incentives to participate
in the RCS program as well. The large electric and
natural gas utility industry in the United States is
largely investor-owned and profit-driven. As a
result, successful conservation programs have, from
the perspective of many utilities, the perverse effect
of reducing their revenues, especially under the
prevailing State utility regulatory structure of the
late 1970s and early 1980s, which generally pre-
vented utilities from profiting directly from con-
sumer energy savings. Though many States are
revising their utility regulatory programs to allow

these companies to profit from conserving energy,
some investor-owned utilities still have few incen-
tives to promote consumer energy savings. For
utility-oriented conservation programs to achieve
optimal results under an investor-owned system,
utilities in the future will have to be able to enjoy
profits from both providing and saving energy.

●

●

●

Utilities and States were burdened with
complex RCS program requirements not
directly related to promoting cost-effective
energy savings. As enacted, the RCS placed
large administrative burdens on utilities: the
program required them to announce and pro-
vide audits, compile lists of retrofit contractors
for their customers, arrange for customer retro-
fit financing, and establish procedures for
resolving customer/contractor disputes. These
requirements placed utilities in the undesirable
position of acting as liaisons between custom-
ers and contractors without ensuring the utili-
ties any economic return for their efforts.
Among other things, these controversial pro-
gram requirements prevented most States from
participating in the RCS program until 1982 or
1983. As late as 1983, about 10 States had not
initiated any RCS program.119
The availability of retrofit installation serv-
ices may have been limited in many areas. At
the time the RCS was created, the Edison
Electric Institute estimated that accomplishing
the program’s ambitious goals would require
320,000 auditors and 2.5 million insulation
installers, 120 a growth in this service industry
that appeared unlikely given the original 5-year
life of the program. Any future national effort
to promote residential energy conservation
retrofits through audit or other programs should
first ensure that the growth of the accompany-
ing service industry occur gradually over a
longer period—to allow for sufficient time to
develop auditor and installation personnel and
expertise.
Insufficient program marketing to low-
income households and renters. Significant
energy savings opportunities are common in
low-income and rented households. These units

118 ~eSe  fiwreS  ~eprcScnt ~~cipation  ~ough  the 1987 qofig pefiod.  se US,  Dep~ment  of Energy, Office of State md hCd PIU~amS, f 987
Genera[ and Summary Reports to Congress on the Residenh’al  Conservation Sen’ice Program (Washingto& DC: December 1987), pp. 18-21.

I 19 JA,  Walker, TN. ~uh, ~d K, Grlffln, ‘ ‘A Review of tie  Residenti~ come~ation  sc~i~e  pro~~  Annual Review  o~Energy  1985 ~dO Alto,
CA: Annual Reviews, Inc., 1985), vol. 10, pp. 290291.

lzo Ibid., p. 288.
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are often older, needing repair, and thus less
energy efficient, yet they were not specially
targeted in most States. Department of Energy
surveys for the RCS program confirmed the
low participation of these groups.121

Many consumers had performed retrofits
before the Federal program was initiated.
Several States had conducted their own resi-
dential conservation programs prior to the
creation of the RCS. Also, natural gas shortages
in the winter of 1977 and rising oil and
electricity prices in the late 1970s motivated
many consumers to conduct retrofits before the
RCS program was even initiated. In fact, many
utilities reported that energy savings in their
own conservation programs were greater than
those from the Federal RCS,122 and many may
have promoted their own energy conservation
programs more aggressively than the DOE
effort.
The uncertain future of the RCS program
after 1985 coupled with energy price drops
in the late 1980s probably contributed to
dwindling participation rates at the end of
the program. Moves to repeal the RCS before
its apparent sunset date of January 1, 1985 left
program planners uncertain of its future; in fact,
the program was largely in limbo during 1985
and 1986, when there were disputes about
whether it needed reauthorization. 123 It was not
until the passage of the Conservation Service
Reform Act (Public Law 99-412) in August
1986 that DOE, State, and utility program
administrators were fully certain that the pro-
gram would continue. In those 2 years, how-
ever, audit offers dropped nearly 50 percent. At
the same time, the real price of energy had been
falling, making its largest drop in 1986. These

events suggest why annual RCS participation
rates (measured as the annual fraction of audits
requested to those offered) were the lowest in
the last 2 years of the program-2.3 percent
(1988) and 1.9 percent (1989). See figure 4-5.

Commercial and Apartment Conservation Ser-
vice—The impetus behind the CACS program was
similar to the RCS: to provide information through
energy audits to induce building owners and occu-
pants to conserve energy through retrofits and
operational changes. The CACS required large
electric and natural gas utilities to offer energy
audits to small commercial buildings and centrally
heated or cooled multifamily apartment buildings
with five or more units.l24 Unlike the RCS program,
however, only a few States submitted implementa-
tion plans, and only one State (Michigan) initiated a
program.

In the event that any States did not submit CACS
implementation plans, the Energy Security Act
directed DOE to implement a Federal Standby Plan,
which the Department issued in September 1985.125

Though the Standby Plan became effective 1 month
later, Congress repealed the program the next year
(Public Law 99-412). According to a DOE official in
the office that administered the program, State
disinterest in the CACS stifled the program from the
outset, funds appropriated to the program were
always low, and no final report or final evaluation of
the program was completed.126

Technical Assistance

DOE administers two major programs that offer
education, technical assistance, and demonstration
services to nonfederal organizations such as State
and local governments, commercial businesses,
academic institutions, and other, generally small-

IzI U.S.  Dep~ent of Energy, office of State  and Local  programs, 1987 General andSummary  Reports to Congress on theResidential  conservation
Service Program (Washington, DC: December 1987), p. 4.

122 U.S. Conwess, Gener~ Amounfig  Office, Federal Home Energy Audit Program Has Not Achieved Expectations, GAO/RCED-87-38
(Gaithersburg,  MD: December 1986), p. 4.

123 me dispute centered on tie me-g  of tie exp~ation  date for req~g RCS progam  ~o~cements, as allowd in the National Ener~
Conservation Policy Act (Public Law 95-619). The DOE interpreted that date (January 1, 1985) as the implied termination date for the entire program.
Others, such as the General Accounting Office, disagreed with that positio%  arguing that utilities had a continuing obligation to conduct their other RCS
program activities. See Harry R. W.n Cleve, U.S. General Accounting Office, testimony at hearings before the House Subcommittee on Energy
Conservation and Power, Committee on Energy and Commerce, Sept. 5, 1985.

124 me Ener~ secufi~ Act of 1980 (public Law 96-294) defined sti commercial buildings as those COIIS uming less than 4,000 kwh  per mont4
1,000 therms of natural gas per month, or 100 million Btus of any other fuel. In addition, Title V of the Act expanded the RCS program to include as
of January 1, 1982 all multifamily apartment buildings with five or more units that lacked central heating or cooling systems.

125 so F&ra/  Register 37818 (Sept. 17, 1985).
126 ~~e M Rest,  u s Dep~en~  of Ener~, office of Conservation and Renewable Energy, former DOE manager of the Commercial and. .

Apartment Conservation Service, personal communication, Mar. 27, 1991 and Feb. 4, 1992.
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scale energy users. These are the State Energy
Conservation Program (SECP) and the Energy
Extension Service (EES), Their combined budget
history is given in figure 4-6. All 50 States, the
District of Columbia, and six Territories participate
in both programs, each of which requires a 20
percent finding match.127

State Energy Conservation Program—Under the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Public Law
94-163), States are required to develop and imple-
ment conservation plans through the State Energy
Conservation Program (SECP).128 The 1975 statute
directed the Federal Government to oversee and
assist States in the development and implementation
of their own conservation programs, which were
required to reduce the energy demand in each State
by at least 5 percent of its anticipated 1980
consumption level. To be eligible for financial
assistance under the Act, each State had to submit a
conservation plan indicating how the statutory
conservation goal would be reached.

State plans were required to contain five basic
elements, two of which related to building energy
efficiency: mandatory lighting efficiency standards
for public buildings (except those owned or leased
by the Federal Government) and mandatory thermal
efficiency standards and insulation requirements for
new and renovated buildings (except those owned or
leased by the Federal Government).129 All States
have implemented programs that meet the five
EPCA requirements, and most States have devel-
oped additional conservation programs that supple-
ment the SECP. These programs include energy
education, energy technology demonstration, and
technical assistance. 130 Examples of several SECP-
related buildings efforts convey a sense of the
program (box 4-F).

SECP appropriations have decreased since 1979,
but monies transferred from Petroleum Violation
Escrow funds (from Exxon and Stripper Well

Figure 4-6-Combined Funding for the State Energy
Conservation Program and the Energy Extension

Service, 1976-89
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NOTE: The sharp increase in SECPfunding  since 1987stems  entirefyfrom
newly available oil overcharge funds. In current dollars, actual
SECP appropriations have been decreasing since 1979. In recent
years, administration requests for SEC P/EES funding have sought
only these overcharge funds.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Technical and Financial
Assistance, Eleventh Annual Report to Congress and the
Secretary of Energy on the Nationwide Energy Extension
Service Program, DOE/CE-0291  P (Washington, DC: July 1990),
p. 6; Office of State and Local Assistance Programs, Annual
Report to the President and the Congress on the State Energy
Conservation Program for Calender Year 1989, DOE/CE-
O296P (Washington, DC: December 1990), p. 3.

judicial rulings stemming from oil overcharge suits)
since 1987 have expanded program resources in
recent years far beyond original funding levels
(figure 4-6).

DOE does not estimate the cost-benefits of SECP
energy savings, because there are great uncertainties
in calculating savings from such a diversity of
relatively small-scale activities; measuring the in-
cremental energy savings that have resulted from
past SECP efforts would be difficult and almost
certainly unreliable.131 On the other hand, program
funding has increased dramatically in recent years
with the availability of petroleum violation monies,
and Congress and DOE may wish to determine if

127 us.  Dep~cn[  of Ene.n, unltedstote~ Dep~~f~~nt  ~fEn~~8Y  FiSC~l year 1992 Con8reSSiO~lB~8et ReqUeSl, rloE/~-~1  (wash@to~
DC: Februmy  1991), vol. 4, p. 470.

{MI A state is my State, tie Dis@lct of Columbia, Werto Rico, ad the territories ~d possessio~  of tie Ufitd ‘tates

12942 U.S.C. 6322(c).
130 us Dep~ent  of EnerW, AnnualReport (. the President and the Congress  on the State Energy  Consen*ation program for Calender  year 1989,

DOE/CE-0296P (Washington, DC: December 1990), pp. 1-2.
1s 10ne review of tie SECP suggested that typical residential energy Savhgs ste mming  from the program have been small, perhaps 5 percent, but the

review suggested that savings could reach 10 percent if feedback on personal energy use was provided. Yet published estimates of SECP energy savings
are often unreliable, because they are commonly based on household reports of energy savings rather than actual fuel-use information. See J. Clinto~
H. Geller, and E. Hirst, ‘ ‘Review of Government and Utility Energy Consemation  Programs, ‘‘ Annuaf Review of Energy 1986 (Palo Alto, CA: Annual
Reviews, Inc., 1986), vol. 11, p. 104.
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Box 4-F—Examples of State Energy Conservation Program Projects1

● Cultural Heritage Center (Pierre, South Dakota): This demonstration project was conducted under the
auspices of the gubernatorial Office of Energy Policy and the State Historical Society and involved the
installation of passive solar, efficient lighting, and automated control designs and technologies at the center.
Eight separate efficiency measures, ranging from earth sheltering to heat recovery ventilation, are now
demonstrated to the Center’s 25,000 annual visitors.

● Cabell Couny Courthouse Demonstration Project (Huntington, West Virginia): This project involved the
installation of a commercially available, but seldom used, natural gas pulse boiler and heat distribution
system in the Courthouse to demonstrate the applicability of this technology as an alternative to larger,
centralized boilers. Typical of the 55 courthouses in the State, the Cabell County building is a brick and stone
structure that had proven difficult to heat. This project is expected to save 53 percent of previous energy use
in the Courthouse.

● Community Energy Management Program (Oklahoma Department of Commerce): The CEMP is a
community-oriented, technical assistance effort designed to implement cost-effective energy efficiency and
conservation options for local governments in the State. Trained Local Energy Officers operate the program
and receive input from local groups and interested individuals.

1 Us. Department of-,  Annual Report to the Presi&nt  and the Congress on the State Energy Conservation Program for Calender
Year 1988, DO~93P  (’W “asbm@oQDC:  oetober  1989), p. 5; U.S. DqwOmmt o~Enugy,  AnnualReport  to the Presi&ntandthe  Congress
on the State Energy Conserwm”on  Program for C’alen&r  Year 1989, DOQCE-0296P  (Waahingt~ DC: Decem& 1990), pp. S-6.

more rigorous evaluations of program effectiveness general information dissemination as the least effec-
(including cost-benefits) should become integral to
SECP planning and evaluation.l32

Energy Extension Service--EES provides basic
information, education, and training-such as audits
and self-help workshops—to homeowners, farmers,
small businesses, local governments, and other,
small-scale public institutions. The purpose of the
program, which is administered with the SECP, is to
maintain a decentralized system of information to
serve the local needs of small-scale energy users;
technical assistance and demonstration projects are
offered as well. EES programs are State designed,
and DOE disburses funds through grants to State
energy offices or other State entities designated by
their governors to administer the program. States
distribute these funds according to DOE-approved
plans. Several examples of EES efforts convey a
sense of the program (box 4-G).

A review of a State energy official survey sug-
gested that on-site workshops, auditor training, and
well-targeted information programs are the most
effective part of the EES program. The study viewed

tive program function.133 Reliable calculations of
SECP and EES energy savings are extremely
difficult to make on a national level given the
diversity, small-scale, and decentralized nature of
projects in both these programs.

Despite the lack of reliable data on energy
savings, however, both programs are important
networks for conveying Federal monies and exper-
tise to the State and local level, and both programs
are connected to small-scale energy users that could
help DOE demonstrate technologies emerging from
its energy conservation research and development
projects. In addition, the auditor and other training
offered by these programs help establish and sustain
local expertise and markets for weatherization and
other conservation services. Finally, SECP and EES
efforts could complement other Federal programs
(such as the Weatherization Assistance Program and
the Institutional Conservation Program, both dis-
cussed above) that are designed to operate on the
local level.

132 ~~ ~a~ one of ~ ~e-iu  of ~women~tiom ~ a 1982  Gene~ ~o~tingoffice (GAO) report, and it is still pertinent today.  IrI their repo~  GAO
made a variety of recommendations for improving the SECP after States missed the 1980 national goal of reducing their energy use at least 5 percent.
See U.S. Congress, General Accounting OffIce, ~fate  Energy Conservation Program Needs Reassessing, EMD-82-39 (Gaithersburg,  MD: April
1982).

133 J. ClintoU H. Geller, and E. Hirst, “Review of Government and Utility Energy Conservation Programs, ‘‘ Annual Review of Energy 1986 (Palo
Alto, CA: Amual  Reviews, Inc., 1986), vol. 11, p, 104.
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Box 4-G-Examples of Energy Extension
Service Projects1

. School Lighting (Washington): The Washing-
ton Energy Extension Service in cooperation
with its State Energy Office has provided
training to school districts on how to reduce
energy use through lighting changes in class-
rooms, gymnasiums, and other school areas.

● Cogeneration Demonstration (Taos, New Mex-
ico): With the assistance of Federal funds
partially matched by the State’s Energy, Min-
erals, and Natural Resources Department, the
Taos Coronado Center, a local community
meeting and business place, has installed a
cogeneration system expected to save over
$10,000 in energy costs annually.

● State Government Lighting (Rhode Island): A
combined State, utility, and nonprofit group
effort has leveraged Federal EES funds to
upgrade lighting systems in State buildings,
which are expected to reduce total State
government electricity costs by 20 percent.

● Seniors’ Weatherization and Training (Ken-
tucky): The SWAT program is a combined
effort, joining the State EES with seven local
nonprofit groups. The nonprofits recruit and
train volunteers to weatherize residences of the
elderly. With materials donated by a major
corporation, the SWAT team in 1989 offered
information and weatherization services to
over 850 homes in the State.

1 U.S. Dep_nt  of Energy, Tenth  Annual  Reporz  to
Congress and the Secretary of Energy on the Nationwide Energy
Extension Service Program, DOE/CE-0266  (Washington, DC:
March 1989), p. 10; U.S. Department of Energy, Eleventh
Annual Report to Congress and the Secreta~  of Energy on the
Nationwide Energy Extension Service Program, DOE/CE-
O291P (Washington, DC: July 1990), pp. 8-10.

NONFEDERAL PROGRAMS TO
PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY

IN BUILDINGS
Efforts to promote energy efficiency in U.S.

buildings have by no means been restricted to
Federal initiatives; State, local, private sector, and

utility programs have in many instances been
seminal in promoting energy efficiency in U.S.
buildings. This section reviews briefly some of these
programs. The intent is not to provide a comprehen-
sive list of all such programs but rather to provide
some indication of the level of nonfederal activity.
This will allow for a better determination of how
Federal programs can best complement the existing
network of other programs.

States and utilities have been leaders in imple-
menting energy efficiency. State efforts include
those by State energy offices, State-level R&D
organizations and, perhaps most importantly, State
regulatory agencies. In some States, utility regula-
tors have aggressively promoted efficiency by re-
quiring the development of utility conservation
programs or by providing financial incentives for
utilities to develop such programs.

State Programs

State efforts to promote energy efficiency in
buildings vary greatly. Some States—notably Cali-
fornia, New York, Wisconsin, and Massachusetts—
have been very aggressive in pursuing building
energy efficiency. State-level organizations imple-
menting these programs vary as well, but in many
States the lead organization is the State utility
regulatory body, commonly the public utility com-
mission. In some States the public utility commis-
sions, via the utilities they regulate, have been strong
proponents of energy efficiency. Utility programs
are reviewed below.l34

State-level efforts to promote efficiency are not
limited to utility regulatory programs. Many States
have State energy offices, which often administer
Federal funds such as those from the DOE weatheri-
zation assistance program and from oil-overcharge
funds.135 State energy offices use a variety of
programs to promote efficiency, including audits,
loans, grants, and general information efforts. For
example, the Washington State Energy Office oper-
ates an information clearinghouse with a staff of
technical experts that responds to public inquiries

134 A detall~  discussion of the role of utilities in implementing energy efficiency will bc provided in OTA, “Utilities and Energy Efficiency, ”
forthcoming,

135 From 1973 t. 1981011 ~ompafies  in the Unitd  states  were  subject 10 price  con~ols on their ~de oil ~d refined petroleum products. Investigations
by the DOE’s Economic Regulatory Administration uncovered a number of violations of these controls by oil companies. Many of these violations
resulted in court decisions requiring oil company payments to DOE for use in State energy conservation programs. As of September 1987, oil companies
had paid about $6 billion into a petroleum overcha.rgc escrow account held by DOE. See U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office, State’s Expenditures
of Warner Amendment Oil O\’ercharge Fund.r, GAO/RCED-88-l  19BR (Gaithersburg,  MD: May 1988).
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about energy efficient construction for new commer-
cial buildings.136

Some States have R&D agencies that are also
active in energy efficiency (table 4-7). These agen-
cies are typically funded by utilities, State revenues,
or both and work closely with utilities, regulators,
and State government officials to target R&D efforts
in areas most relevant to their State needs.

At least 33 States have adopted mandatory
building energy codes. Many of the remaining States
provide model codes for their counties and local
governments. Generally, State codes are based on
the prominent codes issued by national organiza-
tions, primarily the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) and the Council of American Building
Officials (CABO), However, some States such as
California and New York have expanded their role
from code adopters to code designers.

Local Programs

Historically, local governments have not been
active in promoting energy efficiency in the private
sector. There are, however, several notable excep-
tions. A few cities have responded to fiscal pressures
by attempting to reduce energy consumption in
city-owned buildings and equipment. The city of
Phoenix, for example, has an active energy conser-
vation program that has included lighting and
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)
retrofits to city-owned buildings, automated controls
for lighting at city parks, and improved maintenance
of HVAC units in city-owned buildings.137 Electric-
ity and/or gas service in some communities is
provided by small municipal utilities, or ‘munis,’
which may have strong efficiency programs. The
city of Palo Alto, California, for example, is served
by a city-managed utility that offers a wide range of
efficiency programs.

Many communities have building codes that may
have energy requirements. Local building codes

Table 4-7-Selected State-Level Energy Efficiency
R&D Organizations

Year
Organization established

California Energy Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1975
California Institute for Energy Efficiency . . . . . . . . . . 1988
Florida Solar Energy Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1974
lowa Energy Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1990
Kansas Electric Utilities Research Program . . . . . . . 1981
New York State Energy Research

and Development Authority. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1975
North Carolina Alternative Energy Center . . . . . . . . . 1980
Wisconsin Center for Demand-Side Research . . . . . 1990

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1992.

sometimes extend to the existing building stock as
well. In San Francisco, for example, both residential
and commercial buildings must meet energy effi-
ciency levels as a condition of resale.138

Utility Programs

Utilities are in a unique position to implement
efficiency programs for buildings: they have direct
access to consumers and fuel use information, they
have the resources and expertise to understand and
respond to local conditions and markets for their
service areas, and they can provide incentives and
information to their consumers directly through their
regular billing procedures. Readers interested in the
role of utilities in efficiency are referred to a separate
OTA report.139 This section briefly outlines the
types of building efficiency program utilities cur-
rently offer.

Utility involvement in energy efficiency is a
relatively new development. Traditionally, utilities
viewed their role as providing dependable electric
and gas supplies at a reasonable cost; they were not
involved in how the energy was used. In recent
years, however, uncertainty over future demand,
plant siting constraints, environmental regulations,
and other concerns have put increasing pressure on

136 GO cu ~ $~e wa~~~onstate  ~au  Offlce Tec~~Ufit: ~ Approach to De}ivefig  Tecfic~  Semices  i.I’I tie Pllblic S=tor,  ” Proceedings

of the ACEEE 1990 Summer Study on Energy Eficiency  in Buildings (Washington DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, 1990),
p. 7.17.

137 City of Phoenix, ‘‘City of Phoenix Energy Conservation Program, ’ Public Works Departmen~  Phoenix, AZ, January 1991.
138 K. Egel, J. Cook ad B. ~ox, “Mandating Energy Efficient Commercial Buildings: San Francisco’s Commercial Energy Conservation

Ordinance,’ Proceedings of the ACEEE 1990 Summer Study on Energy E@”ciency  in Buildings (Washingto~ DC: American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy, 1990), p. 7.43.

IN Om, ‘ ‘Energy Efficiency and utilities, ” fOfiCO~g.
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utilities to plan better their future capacity needs.140

One result of these forces is the emergence of a new
concept of utility planning termed ‘least-cost plan-
ning’ (LCP), or, more recently, ‘integrated resource
planning’ (IRP).

A basic idea behind these concepts is that
consumers do not require energy per se but energy
services (lighting, heating, cooling) and are there-
fore best served if these services are provided at the
lowest overall cost. For example, it may be less
expensive for a utility to install energy-efficient
lights in offices than to build a new powerplant to
meet the demand of less efficient lights. The service
provided is the same, but the overall cost to provide
it may be lower.141

Thus, LCP (or IRP) entails a process in which
demand and supply options are evaluated together to

determine how to meet consumer energy needs at the
lowest cost; such planning is now practiced in at
least 23 States.142 Interest in such planning has also
led to the aggressive promotion of demand-side
measures in many States. These measures, often
referred to as ‘demand-side management’ (DSM)
efforts, include efficiency and other actions that
reduce the total cost of energy services (e.g., ice
storage, which may actually increase net consump-
tion but which reduces peak electricity demand and
therefore reduces net costs).

At present there are over 1,000 utility-run effi-
ciency programs for the residential sector 143 and
over 340 for the commercial sector. l44 Many utilities
work closely with State regulators and with the
private sector in designing, executing, and evaluat-

ing their programs. These programs include changes
in rate structures, financial incentives such as rebates
and loans, information programs providing audits
and technical assistance, R&D, and demand-side
bidding,

First Cost Reduction: Probably the most popular
type of program for encouraging energy efficiency is
a reduction in first cost. Tax credits, low-interest
loans, grants, and rebates are often used by utilities
to provide a financial incentive for efficiency by
reducing the up-front costs. For example, over 20
utilities offer rebates to their commercial customers
if they purchase energy efficient HVAC equip-
ment. 145 Several utilities provide rebates to their
residential customers for buying efficient refrigera-
tors. Low-interest loans are often offered in conjunc-
tion with residential audit programs. A utility in
Washington State provides its commercial custom-
ers with two free compact fluorescent lamps.146

Rates: Working with State public utility commis-
sions, utilities have used changes in rate levels and
rate structures to influence energy use. Traditionally
rates are set at the State level, although the Public
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (Public Law
95-617) promotes the use of innovative rate struc-
tures, such as time-of-day, seasonal, and interrupti-
ble rates.

Most utilities currently offer a wide range of rate
schedules. For example, the electric utility serving
the District of Columbia offers 16 different rate
schedules, including time-of-use rates for residences
and demand/consumption147 time-of-day rates for
larger commercial customers.148 The effects of
these innovative rate schedules on consumption are

140 The elec~c  Utillty  indus~  is descri~d  in detiil  in U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Elecm”c Power Wheeling and Dealing,
OTA-E-409 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1989), ch. 2.

141 ~ fact, m this exmple &e semice  (lighting) probably improves, as new energy-efficient lighting often provides higher qtity light as well.
142 A Suey conduct~ in 1990 fo~d tit 23 Smtes  Ne practicing  IRP, 8 States are in the process of implementing it. ~d 11 me comid~g it. See

Edison Electric Imtitute, Rate Regulation Department, Stare Regulatory Developments in Integrated Resource Planning (Washington, DC: September
1990), p. 2.

143 Battelle,  1988 Suney  of Re~zdential.Secfor  Dema~.Side  Management  program, EpRI CU-6546 (p~o  Alto, CA: EIN~c power Research

Institute, October 1989), p.iii.
144 Battelle-ColUbus  Division, 1987 SunVey  of commercia~-seclor  Den~~-,$ide  &fanagementprograms,  Epw CU-6294 (Pdo Alto, CA: E1ectric

Power Research Institute, March 1989), p.iii.

145 Ibid., p. 2-14.
lL16 ~encm  Council  for ~ Ener=_Efficient  Economy (ACEEE),  ‘ ‘Lessons Learned: A Review Of Utillty Experience wih conservation  @ bad

Management Programs for Commercial and Industrial Customers, published by the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
(?NYSERDA),  Report 90-8, April 1990, Appendix.

147 Meting tit ~ustomcrs ~e ~~ged for ~~ how much elec~city  hey  use at my one tfic (dem~d,  meas~ed  in kW), as well ~ how much
electricity they use over the entire billing period (comumptiou  measured in kWh).

148 Potomac Electric Power Co., ‘ ‘Rate Schedules for Electric Service in the District of Columbia,’ Rates and Regulatory Practices Group, Apr. 3,
1990.
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Photo credit: Paul Komor

Some utilities work with local service organizations to
advertise, distribute, and sell efficient technologies at or

below cost to interested consumers.

not well documented. There is some evidence that
equipment design and operation is influenced by rate
schedules in large commercial buildings. For exam-
ple, a large office building in Arizona recently
installed an ice-storage machine that makes ice at
night when electricity is less expensive and then uses
that ice during the day to cool the building.149 The
existence of time-of-use rates provided the neces-
sary incentive.

Direct load control: This entails a utility paying
its customers for the right to control directly their
appliances, and the idea is used by over 350
Utilitles. l50 A utility serving Maryland, for example,
gives residential customers a $9 credit on their
monthly electric bill in exchange for the right to turn
off their central air conditioner for short periods on
peak demand days.

Information programs: Many utilities offer
audits to their customers, in which an energy analyst
visits the building, takes various measurements, and
makes recommendations for specific energy-saving
retrofits. In many cases the audits are tied to a
low-interest loan for financing the recommended
measures. Here again evaluations are scarce, but
there is some evidence that coupling an audit with a
loan program increases both participation rates and
energy savings.151

There are other types of information programs as
well. Wisconsin utilities, for example, have devel-
oped a labeling system for rental housing. The label,
similar in appearance to those found on residential
appliances, provides a measure of heating energy
requirements. Another effort, the Energy Edge
Project, is a $16-million program administered by
several groups--one utility, two State energy of-
fices, and a private company-and aims to demon-
strate and evaluate efficient technologies for new
commercial buildings.152 And the Bonneville Power
Administration’s ‘Blue Clue’ program labels highly
efficient appliances with blue ribbons.153

State regulators now typically require utilities to
evaluate their efficiency programs to compare them
with supply-side options. Unfortunately program
evaluation is quite complex; several groups are
working to improve the evaluation methods, but
more work is needed. For example, the ‘free rider’
problem—where program participants would have
performed the same actions without the additional
incentive-complicates evaluation of these pro-
grams.

R&D: Utilities also conduct R&D, both at the
individual utility level and via R&D consortia. The
Electric Power Research Institute, for example, is
funded by voluntary contributions from member
utilities. Its 1991 R&D budget was $267 million, and

149$  Cfiz.  FiMI Keeps  Energy Costs to a Quarter of Local  Average, ” Energy User News, June 1991, p. 1. In this case, total energy use may actually
be higher than that fmm a traditional systeq but electricity demand and energy costs are lower.

150 Battclle,  ]988 Sumey of Re~idential.SeCtOr  De~~.Side  Management  program,  EPM CU-Gs~ (P~o  Alto, CA: El&t.lic Power R~~Ch
Institute, October 1989), p. 6.2.

151 s. Nadel, * ~Elec~c  Utiity co~emation  progr~:  A Review  of tie ~SSC)IIS  Taught by a Dtide of program Experience, ’ Proceedings o~the

ACEEE 1990 Summer Study on Energy Efj$ciency  in BuiZdings  (Washingto%  DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, 1990), p. 8.181.
152 w, Miller, s, vo~,  G.  v~cent,  J. pew, K ~derson, ~d G,  G- ‘‘~SSO13S ~med for tie Energy Edge Project for New COmmerCiid

Buildings, ” Proceedings of the ACEEE 1990 Summer Smdy on Energy Efi’ciency  in Buildings (Washington DC: American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy, 1990), p.7.l 17.

153 Bafielle, 1988 Sur\,ey Of ReSldentia/-,’j~~r~~ D~~nd-S/de Manu~e~ent program,  EPN (XJ-GS4.6  (Palo Alto, CA: october  1989), p. 4-17.
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$36.2 million (14 percent) of this was budgeted for
end-use research.154 The Gas Research Institute
(GRI) is funded primarily through contributions
from interstate natural gas pipeline companies. The
1991 GRI budget was approximately $202 million,
of which $95 million (47 percent) was allocated to
end-use research.l55

Demand-side bidding: A few utilities have used
a bidding process to secure new electricity capacity.
For example, a utility might request private compa-
nies to submit bids for providing the utility with 100
megawatts (MW) of new capacity. The bidder could
use either new supply (e.g., cogeneration) or effi-
ciency (e.g., a lighting retrofit) to ‘supply’ the
needed capacity. Although the concept is conceptu-
ally appealing, initial experience with bidding has
been mixed, and more research is needed, particu-
larly in bid evaluation and the incorporation of
performance uncertainties. In particular, high trans-
action costs and difficulty in measuring the effects of
some efficiency programs (e.g., information and
design assistance) have limited its use.156

As these examples
programs have been

suggest, a variety of utility
used to implement energy

efficiency in buildings, but there is little agreement
on what works best, and program evaluation is a
continuing concern. By one estimate, utility-run
demand-side management programs led to national
reductions in electricity consumption of 1.3 to 1.8
percent in 1990. Electricity demand reduction was
estimated at 3.7 to 4.2 percent—about 20 gigawatts
of summer on-peak demand. 157 The cost-effec-
tiveness of these investments is somewhat uncertain.
However, by one estimate, total utility expenditures
for DSM are about $1.2 billion annually (1990).158

This works out to about $180 per kilowatt, or less
than one-half the capital cost of a gas turbine.]59

Although the uncertainty of this number must be
recognized, it does suggest that in many cases DSM
may be less expensive than traditional supply-side
options.

154 E1ec~ic  power Research Institute, Research and Development Program 1991-1993 (pdo  AIIo, CA: JaIIUW  1991),  P. 7

155 Gm  Reseach Institute,  1992.1996  Re~earch  and D~}e/~Pment  plan and 1$292 Research  andDe\,e[opment  program  (Chicago, ~: April 1991),
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